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Presenting& cells& with& a& two@dimensional& (2D)& substrate,& as& is& the& case& with& traditional& cell&
culture,&causes&them&to&aberrantly&flatten&out,&and&lose&their&characteristic&cell&shape.&With&the&
case&of&liver&cells,&their&cuboidal&cell&shape&is&vital&to&cell@specific&functions,&such&as&xenobiotic&
metabolism.& & Accordingly,& culturing& hepatocytes& in& 2D& may& produce& results& that& do& not&
accurately&reflect&the&behavior&of&such&cells& in#vivo.&Cells& in#vivo&are& in&constant&contact&with&
the& ECM& across& three& dimensions& whereas& culturing& cells& in& 2D& monolayers& will& alter& the&




changes& in& the& chemical& composition& and&dimensionality&of& their&microenvironment& through&
complex& signalling& events& at& adhesion& sites& along& their& membrane.& Changes& in& the&













showed& higher& drug& resistance& to& model& xenobiotics,& as& well& as& generally& higher& levels& of&
albumin,& urea& and& glucose& metabolism.& 2D& and& 3D& maintained& cells& also& showed& different&
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2D& & & & & & & Two&Dimensional&
3D& & & & & & & Three&Dimensional&
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Most& of& our& current& understanding& of& the& biological& mechanisms& that& regulate& key& cellular&
behaviours& such& as& proliferation,& differentiation& and& migration,& has& come& from& studies&
conducted& on& cells& cultured& in& two& dimensions& (2D)& –& usually& glass& of& plastic& surfaces.&
However,& in& the& last& few& decades,& cell& biologists& have& come& to& realize& that& the& disparity&
between& these& artificially& flat& surfaces,& and& the& complex& three@dimensional& (3D)& topologies&
that& cells& navigate& and& exist& in& in# vivo&may& lead& to& a& parallel& disparity& in& key& observation& of&
cellular&functionality.&This&has& led&to&the&advent&of&new&technologies&and&methodologies&that&
enable& cells& to& exist& in# vitro& within& 3D& culture& environments& that& actively& mimic& the&
microenvironment& that& cells& experience& in& native& tissue.& As& these& methodologies& become&
more&widespread& in& biological& research,& it& is& vital& that&we& identify& exactly&which& features& of&
these&3D&culture&systems&are&most&significant,&and&specifically&what&mechanisms&underlie&the&
adaptation& of& cells& to& a& novel& 3D& microenvironment.& This& project& focuses& on& outlining& key&
changes&in&cell&morphology,&adhesion&and&signalling&brought&about&by&3D&cell&culture&systems&




It& is& well& established& that& cells& are& dynamic& units& that& adapt& to& their& environments& by&
responding&to&local&biochemical&and&geometric&cues&and&signals;&this&interaction&between&a&cell&
and& its&microenvironment& affects& cell& proliferation,& differentiation& and& behaviour& [1].&When&
cells& are& removed& from& their& native& in# vivo# state& and& cultured& on& conventional& two@
dimensional&(2D)&plastic@ware,&they&undergo&cytoskeletal&reorganisation&and&artificially&flatten,&
divide& aberrantly& and& lose& their& differentiated& phenotype& [2].& This& change& in& morphology&
directly&affects&a&cell’s&ability&to&function&and&as&such&can&lead&to&artificial&results&far&removed&
from& the& in& vivo& state.& As&well& as& this& flattening,&when& cells& are& grown& in& 2D&monolayers,& a&
large&proportion&of&their&surface&area&is&exposed&to&either&the&plastic&growth&substrate&or&the&
growth&medium,& leaving& very& little&opportunity& for& cell@cell& contact.& Biochemical& interactions&
between& neighbouring& cells& is& vital& to& most& advanced& tissue& functions& and& again& results& in&
behaviours& that& bare& little& resemblance& to& the& natural& state.& These& consequences& of&
cytoskeletal& remodelling&mean& that& conventional&2D&biological&models&of&health&and&disease&
! 2!
states& may& not& be& representative& of& physiology,& thus& drastically& reducing& their& value& to&
research.&&
&
One& area& of& particular& importance& is& pharmaceutical& research,& which& relies& heavily& on& the&
ability&to&accurately&model&liver&functionality&in&order&to&truly&appreciate&drug&metabolism&and&
toxicity.&Approximately&80%&of&the&human&liver&volume&is&composed&of&hepatocytes,&a&complex&
cell& type& that& is& responsible& for,& amongst& other& functions,& xenobiotic& metabolism& [3].& Thus,&
hepatocyte& cell& culture& forms&a& large&and&vital&part&of&pharmaceutical& research,&especially& in&
the&early&stages&of&drug&screening&and&discovery.& It& is&crucial& that&hepatocytes&are&accurately&
modelled& so& that& drug& toxicity& can& be& detected& early& on& in& the& drug& development& pipeline.&
Hepatocytes,&however,&exhibit&functional&polarity&and&as&such&any&changes&in&their&shape&will&
drastically& affect& their& behaviour.&When& these& cells& are& cultured& in& 2D,& they& flatten& and& lose&
their& characteristic& cuboidal& morphology,& and& this& leads& to& decreased& liver@specific&
functionality&such&as&albumin&production&and&CYP450&expression.&&
&
Models& that&enable&hepatocytes& to&grow& in& three&dimensions& for& long&culture&periods&would&








differentiated& amphibian& neural& tissue& in& a& drop& of& lymph& hanging& upside& down& from& the&
surface& of& a& coverslip& [4].& He& reported& that& it& was& possible& to& use& this& set@up& to& constantly&
monitor& tissue& growth& and& differentiation& outside& of& the& body& –& this&was& the& first& time& that&
living&tissue&had&been&grown&and&observed&in#vitro&[5].&In&1910,&Burrows&adapted&this&method,&
which&would&become&known&as&the&‘hanging&drop’&method,&for&use&with&warm@blooded&tissue,&
and& along& with& Carrel,& advanced& the& field& of& culturing& cells& throughout& the& twenties& [6].&
However,&it&wasn’t&until&1951&that&the&field&truly&took&off.&In&this&year,&Gey&cultivated&the&first&
immortal& cell& line,&HeLa,& from& the&biopsy& of& a& cancer& patient& called&Henrietta& Lacks& [7],& and&
with& this& the& idea& of& immortalised& cell@lines& was& born.& With& the& development& of& the& first&
chemically& defined& media& by& Eagle& in& 1955& [8],& cell& culture& as& a& technique& for& studying&
! 3!





sometimes& Petri& dishes& or& glass& coverslips& [9].& The& cells& are& incubated& with& standardized&
medium&as&a&source&of&nutrition&and&maintained&at&body&temperature&(37°C).&Medium&is&often&
supplemented&with&bovine&serum&to&aid&cell&growth.&When&cells&reach&appropriate&confluency&
(which& refers& to& the&proportion&of& the&growth&surface& that& is& covered&by&cells)& they&are& sub@
cultured&so&as&to&avoid&complications&from&senescence&or&nutrient@exhaustion.&To&sub@culture,&
adherent&cells&are&enzymatically&cleaved&from&the&bottom&of&their&culture&dish&(typically&with&
trypsin& EDTA)& and& an& aliquot& of& the& cell& suspension& is& re@seeded& into& a& flask& for& continued&
growth&of&the&cell&line.&In&this&way&cells&can&be&maintained&indefinitely&in#vitro.&&
Animal& cell& culture& has& been& an& invaluable& tool& in& biology& and& biomedical& sciences,& and& is&
considered& to& be& a& reliable,& robust& and& crucial&methodology& [10].&One&of& the& areas& that& cell&






[11],&which& is& indicated& in& the&pipeline& in& Figure&1.1.& Typically& a&potential& biological& target& is&
identified& and,& with& the& aid& of& in# silico& molecular&modelling,& lead& compounds& are& designed,&
developed& and& optimised.& Preclinical& screening& is& then& performed& against& large& compound&
libraries& to& establish& which&members& of& the& library& exhibit& therapeutic& efficacy& towards& the&
target& in& question.& Using& in# vitro& analyses& of& appropriate& cell& line& models,& certain& drug&










Developing! a! new! therapeutic! molecule! tends! to! follow! a! predictable! timeline.! Initial! stages! involve! generating! a! hypothesis,! outlining! possible!
biological!targets,!and!choosing!the!molecule!with!the!most!potential!to!take!forward!a!lead!compound.!At!these!early!stages,!the!risk!is!low!in!terms!
of! both! time! and! financial! investment.! Experiments! at! this! level! usually! involve! in# vitro# analyses! using! cell?lines! or! cultured! primary! cells.! After!
preclinical!development,!studies!shift!to!animal,!and!later!human!models.!At!this!stage,!the!risk!escalates,!as!these!studies!cost!hundreds!of!millions!
of!dollars.!Eventually,!once!a!drug!has!passed!through!these!trials,!it!is!released!onto!the!market.!At!this!point,!for!the!typical!drug,!the!process!has!





has& been& an& increase& in& the& number& of& potential& anti)cancer& agents& being& advanced&
through&the&drug&development&pipeline&in&the&last&ten&to&fifteen&years&[12].&However,&the&
percentage&of& these&molecules& that&progress& successfully& through& to&market& is& less& than&
10%&[13].&Lack&of&clinical&efficacy&and&unacceptable& levels&of&toxicity&are&the&two&leading&
causes& of& drug& failures& during& development& [14,15].& Because& of& the& high& costs& (up& to&
US$1.2bn)& in& getting& new& drugs& to& market& and& the& fact& that& many& oncology& drugs& in&
particular&fail&during&phase&III&human&trials,&which&is&the&most&expensive&phase&of&clinical&
development,& [16,17],& it& is& crucial& that& compounds& that& are& ineffective& or& toxic& are&
dismissed&as&early&in&the&testing&process&as&possible,&preferably&in&the&initial&in#vitro&stages&
before& animal& testing.& It& is& therefore&necessary& to& improve& the& accuracy&of& in# vitro& cell)
based&testing&methods&for&more&reliable&prediction&of&drug&efficacy&and&safety&[18].&
For&in#vitro&assays&to&produce&reliable&and&bio)medically&relevant&data,&it&is&necessary&that&




these& signals& have& been& shown& to& be& essential& in& regulating& cell& proliferation,&
differentiation,& and& specialised& function& [21,& 22].& It& stands& to& reason& that& 3D& cellular&
assays&would&be&more&reflective,&and&thus&predictive,&of&in#vivo&events&compared&to&more&
simplified&2D& cultures& that&may&exhibit& compromised& signalling& and& specialised& function&
[23].& The& use& of& 3D& in# vitro& systems& in& drug& research& and& development& has,& therefore,&
been& suggested& as& a& potential& link& to& bridge& the& gap& between&monolayer& cultures& and&
animal&model&studies&[24].&
&
In&a& landmark&paper& in&1997& [22],&Bissell&demonstrated& that&blocking&antibodies&against&
the& β1& cell& surface& integrin& subunit& could& reverse& the& malignant& phenotype& of& human&
breast&cancer&cells&in&3D&cultures&(Figure&1.2)&and&in#vivo&–&a&finding&that&had&never&been&
shown&in&previous&studies&using&2D&models.&In&this&paper,&both&non)malignant&HMT)3522&
breast& cells& and&malignant& HMT)3522& type& cells& were& grown& in& 3D& using&Matrigel.& The&
non)malignant& cells& formed&organised,& polarised&acini,& similar& to& those& found& in&healthy&
breast& tissue& in# vivo.& The& cancerous& cells,& however,& formed& disorganized,& unstructured&
aggregates.& Treatment& of& the& normal& cells& with& these& inhibitory& antibodies& against& β1&
! 6!
integrin&(an&integrin&previously&shown&to&be&over)expressed&in&breast&cancer&[25])&resulted&
in& apoptosis,& but& treatment& of& cancerous& cells& resulted& in& a& reversal& of& the& malignant&











3D&cell&culture,& it&also&highlights&how&3D&culture&can&be&beneficial& in& identifying&possible&





spheroids& using& p)HEMA)coated& plates& or& in& 2D&monolayers& [29].&When& the& cells& were&
treated&with& a& fixed& concentration& of& Trastuzumab& (a&monoclonal& antibody& that& targets&











and& thus& the&observation& that&drugs& targeting& this& receptor&have&different&effects& in&2D&
and& 3D& cultures&would& indicate& that& there& is& possibly& a& difference& in& receptor& signaling&
caused&by&3D&culture.&And&indeed,&Pickl&and&Ries&[30]&concluded&that&3D&cultures&are&more&
representative&of&the&HER2&signalling&pathway&in&tumours&in#vivo.&&
Using& the&hanging&drop&method& to&generate&3D&spheroids,&Tung&et&al.& [31]& showed&that&
transfected& human& epithelial& carcinoma& cells& (A431.H9)& grown& in& 2D& and& 3D& show&
differences& in& viability&when& treated&with& the& same& concentrations& of& 5)fluorouracil& (5)&
FU)& and& tirapazamine& (TPZ).& Following& treatment&with& 5)FU,& 2D& cultures& showed& a& 95%&









An& overwhelming& number& of& biomaterials,& technologies& and& advanced& culture&
methodologies& have& been& developed& for& studying& 3D& cellular& behaviours& and& matrix&









rather& than&adhering&artificially& to& the& substrate.& In& this&way,& they& form&aggregates& that&
are& self)organised& and& structurally& supported& by& their& own& secreted& ECM&proteins& [32].&
Aggregates& can& also& be& formed& by& the& hanging& drop&method& (Figure& 1.5),& which& is& the&
! 8!
oldest&documented&method&of&3D&cell& culture& [33].& In& this&method,& cells& are& cultured& in&









One& of& the& major& advantages& of& aggregate& culture& is& that& cells& within& the& aggregates&
develop& strong& and& biochemically& complex& cell)cell& contacts.& Because& cell)cell& and& cell)





gradient& that& cells& in& the& inner& core& of& the& aggregates& experience,& combine& to& create& a&
physiologically& relevant& microenvironment& for& the& cell.& In& terms& of& practical& feasibility,&




use& of&multi)cell& aggregates& –&multi)cellular& tumour& spheroids& in& particular& have& led& to&
ground)breaking& work& in& the& field& of& cancer& research& [reviewed& in& 41)43].& Another&




























































Hydrogels& can& be& derived& from& either& natural& or& synthetic& materials& and& can& be& used& to&
immobilise&cells&within&a&3D&matrix&that&can&be&designed&to&mimic&certain&physical,&mechanical&
or&biochemical&properties&of& the&ECM& in#vivo.&Cells&are&either&embedded& into& the&gel& [46]&or&
allowed&to&migrate&into&the&interior&zone&of&the&gel&after&being&seeded&on&top&[47](Figure&1.4).&
Hydrogels& can& be& composed&of& protein& fibres& or& cross)linked& polymer& chains,& and& this& initial&
ECM&can&be&modified&by&the&matrix&that&the&cells&themselves&put&out&into&the&gel&[48].&Because&
of& their& relative& simplicity,& hydrogels& have&been& involved& in& a& lot& of& the&pioneering& research&
into&3D&culture&systems.&For&example,&Bissell&and&colleagues&showed&drastic&differences&in&the&
way& breast& cancer& cells& grow& in& hydrogels& compared& to& 2D& monolayers& [49,50].& Hydrogels&
continue& to& be& a& popular& choice& these& days& because& they& are& simple& and& inexpensive&while&
allowing&the&cells&to&grow&in&a&permissive&3D&environment.&They&are&particularly&useful&when&
studying& cells& and& tissues& for& which& matrix& stiffness& is& a& key& criterion& for& phenotype,& e.g.&
osteoblasts,& or& for& studying& tissue&wounding& and& repairing,& since& they& closely& resemble& soft&




Within& these& gels,& hepatocytes& typically& form& aggregates& and& secrete& higher& amounts& of&
albumin& than& their& 2D& counterparts& [52].& Shen& et# al.# demonstrated& that& gel)entrapped&
hepatocytes& demonstrated& enhanced& liver)specific& functions& and& phase& I& metabolism& and&
maintained& higher& intracellular& ATP& levels& than& those& cultured& in& traditional& 2D& monolayer&
culture& [53].& In&addition,&measurements&of&phase& I&metabolic&enzymes&were& similar& to& levels&
found& in# vivo.& Furthermore,& gel& entrapped& cultures& were& able& to& accurately& reflect&
hepatotoxicity&in&over&twenty&reference&compounds&[54].&
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origins& are& converted& into& nanoscale& fibres& that& intertwine& to& create& a& 3D& mesh)like&
topography.& These& meshes& can& be& formed& from& natural& materials& such& as& silk& [56]& or&
alginate&[57],&synthetic&polymers&like&polycaprolactone&[58],&or&a&mixture&of&both&[59].&The&
technique& is& highly& versatile& due& to& the&wide& range& of& input&materials& and& thus& can& be&
used&to&create&scaffolds&of&various&compositions&and&architectures.&The&size&and&number&
































Hepatocytes,& when& cultured& on& scaffolds& created& by& electrospinning,& have& been& shown& to&
come& entrapped& in& the&material.& As& such,& they& form& spheroidal& populations& of& hepatocytes&
that& exibit& increased& cell)cell& and& cell)matrix& interactions& [62].& These& scaffolds& have& been&




Finally,&electrospun& scaffolds& can&be&created& from&biodegradable&materials,&using&poly(lactic)&
acid& and&poly(glycolic)& acid,& allowing& for& translational& biomedical& research.& For& instance,& Sun&
and&colleagues&used&PLA&fibres&to&grow&human&dermal&fibroblasts&in&order&to&further&work&on&
human& skin& equivalents& [65].& Electrospinning& requires& specialist& equipment& and& training,&
however&once&this&is&set)up&they&are&relatively&easy&and&inexpensive&to&produce.&However,&cells&
can& only& grow& at& areas& where& fibres& sufficiently& overlap,& and& often& there& are& large& gaps&
between& individual& fibres& which& man& that& 3D& growth& tends& to& be& as& individual& clusters&
dispersed& throughout& the& material& rather& than& consistent& growth& throughout& the& material.&






There& are& several& different& key& ways& of& creating& porous& polymers& including& fibre& bonding,&
particulate&leaching,&gas&foaming,&phase&separation&and&emulsion&templating.&&
&
Figure' 1.5' Electrospinning' can' be' used' to' create' a' 3D'mesh'of' fibres'within'which'
cells'can'grow'in'a'3D'fashion'
'
[A]' Scanning& electron& microscopy& can& be& used& visualise& the& network& of& fibres& that&
creates&a&complex&3D&topography&
&






Fibre& bonding& was& one& of& the& first& methods& used& to& create& porous& scaffolds.& Briefly,& a& PLA&
solvent&is&cast&over&PGA&fibres&to&create&a&composite.&When&heat&is&applied&to&this,&the&fibres&
bond&at&nodes&of& intersection,& creating&a&mesh& [66].& These& scaffolds& are&highly&porous,&with&
large& voids,& and& provide& a& physiological& environment& for& cell& growth& [67].& However,& the&




mold& that& contains& soluble& beads& known& as& porogens.& Common& porogens& include& paraffin&
spheres&[68]&and&crystalline&salts&[69].&When&the&solvent& is&evaporated,&the&polymer)porogen&
compositive&is&washed&to&remove&the&porogen,&leaving&a&porous&sponge)like&structure&behind.&
Again& this&method&produces&porous&material& conducive& to&3D& cell& growth.&However& residual&
salts& can& lower& cell& viability,& and& salt& crystal& size& is& hard& to& control& and& so& void& diameter& is&
variable.&Thus&there&is&a&high&degree&of&inter)scaffold&variability.&&
&
Another& method& of& producing& porous& scaffolds& is& emulsion& templating& [70].& Typically,& an&
internal& droplet& phase& is& added& gradually& to& a& monomeric& continuous& phase& while& mixing&





to& negotiate& and& invade.& Usually& these& materials,& termed& polyHIPEs,& are& produced& in&
monoliths,&which&can&then&be&cut&to&size&for&cell&culture.&One&such&scaffold,&and&the&material&
that&will&form&the&basis&of&the&experiments&in&this&thesis,&is&described&by&Carnachan&et&al&[71].&
The& material& is& made& from& polystyrene,& the& same& material& as& standard& 2D& culture)ware,&





The& reason& that& 3D& culture& methodologies& have& been& so& successful& in& drug& discovery&
applications&is&because&the&main&cells&involved&in&metabolizing&drugs&in&the&liver,&hepatocytes,&




in& complex& 3D& environments& –& these& cultures& show& prolonged& survival,& enhanced&
differentiated&function,&and&preservation&of&a&normal&near)cuboidal&shape&[77].&This&is&because&























the& functional& units& of& the& liver& and& exist& within& a& complex,& highly& vascularised& tissue&
architecture.& Structurally,& the& liver& is& a& triangular&organ& that& is&divided& into& four& lobes:& right,&
left,& quadrate& and& caudate.& Each& lobe& is& made& of& thousands& of& individual& lobules& that& are&






plasma& membrane& that& is& composed& of& specialised& domains.& Each& hepatocyte& is& multi)
polarised,& carrying& two& sinusoidal& (baso)lateral)& and& two& canalicular& (apical)& membrane&






the& entire& cell&membrane& [80].& Invaginations& of& the&membrane& at& the& apex& of& two& or& three&






The& lateral&membrane& extends& from& the& bile& canaliculus& to& the& sinusoidal& domain& and& thus&
represents& the& contact& area& between& adjacent& hepatocytes& –& as& such& it& is& the& site& for& all&
intercellular& communication& between& neighbouring& cells.& There& are& three& main& structures&
responsible& for& intercellular&signalling:& tight& junctions,&desmosomes&and&gap& junctions.&These&
structures& are& vital& for& maintain& functional& hepatic& homeostasis,& for& instance& gap& junctions&














lobules,& which& are& hexagonal& functional& units& that& are& richly& vascularised.&Within& these&
lobules,&the&primary&cell&type&of&the&liver,&the&hepatocyte,&is&arranged&in&thin&hepatic&plates,&




























distance& to& travel& [89].& Since& signalling&pathways&are& fundamental& to&all& cell& functions,& these&
findings& show& how& strong& the& relationship& is& between& cell& shape& and& cell& function.& The&
dynamism&between&structure&and&function&is&a&paradigm&that&can&be&seen&across&the&scale&of&
biology& right& down& to& the& sub)cellular& organelle& level.& Many& specialised& cells& in& the& body&
require&a&precise&structure&in&order&to&carry&out&their&specific&function.&Tight&regulation&of&the&
structure)function&relationship&is&vital&to&a&cell’s&continued&survival.&This&regulation&is&achieved&
through& what& is& termed& the& ECM)cytoskeleton)nucleus& (ECN)& axis& [1].& Cells& in& vivo& are&
embedded&within& a& complex&microenvironment& consisting& of& the& extracellular&matrix& (ECM),&
growth& factors,& and& neighbouring& cells.& Cell& adhesion& to& proteins& in& the& ECM& is& mediated&
though&specific&cell&surface&receptors,&including&the&integrin&family&of&transmembrane&proteins.&







































Environmental& cues& are& translated& into& cellular& behaviours& through& a& physical&
and&biochemical& link&mediated&mostly&by& integrin&receptors,&and&focal&adhesion&
kinase& (FAK)& signalling.& These& adhesion& sites& provide& a& bridge& from& the& cell&






The& ECM& is& the& non)cellular& component& present& in& all& tissues,& and& it& provides& both& physical&
scaffolding& and& biomechanical& cues& that& are& essential& for& tissue& morphogenesis,& cell&
differentiation& and& tissue& homeostasis& [90].& Though& the& ECM& of& all& tissues& share& a& generic&
make)up& of& water,& proteins& and& polysaccharides,& individual& tissues& and& cells& experience& a&
unique&ECM&and&topology&that& is&generated&through&embryonic&development.&A&further& level&
of& complexity& is& added&when&one& considers& that& the&ECM& is& also&a&dynamic& structure& that& is&
constantly& evolving& and& being& remodelled& depending& on& the& body’s& state,& and& it’s& protein&
components& are& subject& to& a&myriad& of& post)translational&modifications.& The& ECM& is&mostly&
comprised& of& fibrous& proteins,& the& three&most& significant& of&which& are& collagen,& elastin,& and&
fibronectin.&Collagen& is& the&most&abundant&protein& in&most&ECMs,&and&most&matrixes&show&a&
heterogeneous&mix& of& different& types.& Collagens& are& responsible& for&mediating& cell& adhesion&
and&migration,& as&well& as& directing& tissue& development& [91],& elastin& provide& recoil& to& tissues&
that&need&to&undergo&stretch&and&relax&cycles&[92]&and&fibronectin&is&mostly&responsible&for&cell&
migration& both& during& healthy& development& and& tumour&metastasis& [91].& Fibronectin& is& also&
vitally&important&as&a&mechano)regulator,&mediating&changes&in&ECM&topology&[93].&
&
Liver&ECM&is&composed&mostly&of& fibronectin,&vitronectin,& laminin,&elastin&and&collagen&type& I&
[94].&The&precise&ratio&of&these&components&differs&across&the&liver,&but&in&the&Space&of&Disse,&




Within&the& liver,& the&ECM&plays&a&vital& role& in&the&modulation&of&many&hepatocytic& functions,&
including& cell&migration,& differentiation& and& development.& Since& hepatocytes& are& anchorage)
dependent&cells,&the&ECM&is&crucial&for&maintaining&cell&structure&and&polarity&[95,96].&&
&
The&ECM&directs&morphological& organisation&of& cells&within& a& tissue& through& interacting&with&
growth& factors& and& cell& surface& receptors& to& elicit& downstream& signal& transduction& and&













a& range& of& fundamental& physiological& processes& including& embryogenesis,& morphogenesis,&
wound& repair,& inflammation,& and& tumour)cell&migration& [97].& Structurally,& integrins& are& large&
heterodimers& of& non)covalently& associated& larger& α& (120)180kD)& and& smaller& β& (90)110kD)&
units;&in&vertebrates,&there&are&18&different&α&subunits&and&8&β&subunits&that&assemble&into&24&




cytoplasm.& The& cytoplasmic& tails& are& small,& highly& conserved,& and& interact& with& the& actin&






multiple& integrins&capable&of&binding&the&same&ECM&ligand.& In&some&cases,&two& integrins&that&
bind&to&the&same&ligand&will&do&so&within&different&domains&of&that&ligand&[102],&but&some&will&
actually&bind& the&exact& same&region& [103].&This&overlapping&and& redundant&expression,&while&
seemingly&paradoxical,&is&the&reason&that&these&molecules&act&as&a&control&centre&for&cell)matrix&
interactions.&The&sheer&number&of&possible&computations&of&ligand)integrin&complexes&ensures&






Focal& adhesions& are& the& sites& where& environmental& cues& are& translated& into& intracellular&
biochemical& signals& [104].& The& process& by&which& external& biomechanical& cues& are& translated&
! 21!
into& internal& biochemical& signals& is& called& mechano)transduction,& and& this& process& is&
responsible& for& regulating& all& aspects& of& a& cell’s& life,& including& proliferation,& metabolism,&
migration,& differentiation& and& death.&Mechano)transduction& occurs& at& adhesion& sites,& which&
are& sites& that& build& at& the& convergence& of& integrin& adhesion,& the& actin& cytoskeleton,& and&
intracellular&signalling&[105].&There&are&three&broad&classes&of&adhesion:&focal&complexes,&focal&
adhesions,&and&fibrillar&adhesions&[106].&When&cells&start&to&spread&and&extend&lamellae,&small&
(<1μm2)& puncta& appear& along& the& edges& of& lamellipodia.& These& integrin)mediated& complexes&
are& called& focal& complexes& and& are& considered& the& temporal& precursors& to& focal& adhesions,&
which& are& the& best)characterised& and& most& abundant& form& of& adhesion.& Focal& adhesions&
mediate& strong& adhesion& to& the& substrate& and& they& serve& as& docking& sites& for& downstream&
signalling.&Once&focal&adhesions&are&stable,&the&activated&integrins&translocate&centripetally&on&
lamellae&towards&the&cell&body&–&this&translocation&drives&the&formation&of&fibrillar&adhesions,&
which& apply& tension& to& fibronectin& and& facilitate& fibrillogensis.& Focal& adhesions& are& flat,&
elongated& structures& that& are& approximately& 1)5μm2& and& located& preferentially& towards& the&
cell&periphery&or&centrally&at& the&end&of& stress& fibres& [107].&Structurally,& these&sites&are& large&
multi)protein& complexes&and&a&diverse&group&of& signalling&proteins&have&been& found&at& focal&
adhesions& –& collectively& these& are& known& as& the& adhesome& [108].& There& are& roughly& 150&
protein& members& of& the& adhesome,& which& share& approximately& 742& unique& direct& protein)




their& interactions& are& well& characterised,& it& is& unclear& how& the& cell& regulates& these&






One& of& the& major& signalling& events& that& occur& at& focal& adhesion& sites& is& tyrosine&
phosphorylation.& This& phosphorylation& provides& docking& sites& for& various& adaptor& proteins,&
while&also&blocking&the&binding&of&other&sites,&and&as&such&could&be&viewed&as&the&‘switch’&that&
controls& the& on/off& protein)protein& interactions& regulating& cell& behaviour.& Within& the&
adhesome,&there&are&9&kinases&and&9&phosphotases&that&control&the&tyrosine&phosphorylation&
! 22!
state&of& adhesion& receptors,& adaptors& and& actin)linkers& [110].&One&of& the&most& significant& of&














(Figure&1.8).& This& localisation& is& necessary& for& it’s& signalling& function&–& FAK&mutants& that& lack&
this& targeting& domain& show& limited& auto)phosphorylation& and& limited& kinase& activity& in&
response& to& integrin& clustering& [111].& FAK& also& contains& an& N& terminal& FERM& domain& that&
interacts& with& the& β& tail& of& certain& integrins& to& control& auto)inhibition.& This& domain& is& also&
important&for&mediating&several&key&protein)protein& interactions,&and&there&is&some&evidence&
that&the&FERM&domain&also&supports&information&transfer&between&the&cell&cortex&and&nucleus,&






FAK& is& activated& upon& integrin& engagement& with& ECM& ligands,& and& this& activation& occurs&
through& auto)phosphorylation& at& Tyrosine& 397& (Y397).& As& integrins& begin& to& cluster,& FAK& is&
targeted& to& these& clusters& by& the& FAT& domain,& and& clustering& of& FAK& then& amplifies& auto)
phosphorylation&at&Y397.&This&site&is&a&binding&site&for&Src&kinase,&which&phosphorylates&FAK&at&
two& further& tyrosine& sites,& Y576& and& Y577,& which& activate& FAK& kinase& activity& [25].& Src& also&
phosphorylates&Y861&and&Y925,&which&provide&docking&sites&for&SH2&domains.&One&of&the&most&
important&SH2)bearing&molecules& is&Grb2,&which,&once&bound& to&FAK,&activates&Ras,&which& is&
turn&activates&Raf&and&thus&links&adhesion&sites&to&the&central&MAP&Kinase&pathway&[116].&This&
FERM Kinase'Domain FAT N C PRR1 PRR2 
Figure'1.8'Focal'Adhesion'Kinase'
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kinase& appears& to& be& the& trigger& event& for& the& initiation& of& adhesion& signalling,& knock)out&
studies& have& shown& that& neither& of& these& events& is& necessary& for& focal& adhesion& assembly.&
Genetic& deficiencies& of& either& protein& do& not& prevent& the& formation& of& focal& adhesions,& but&
rather&result&in&enlarged&adhesions&[118,119],&suggesting&that&both&proteins&play&a&vital&role&in&
adhesion& turnover,&a&necessary& step& for& cell& locomotion.&From&this& it&would&appear& that&Src)







Focal& adhesions& have& been& well& characterised& and& extensively& studied,& but& the& majority& of&
these& studies& have& investigated& cells& plated& on& 2D& tissue& culture& plastic)ware& such& as&




1) 2D&plastic)ware& is& a&much&more& rigid& growth& substrate& than&experienced&
within&tissues,&and&as&such&there&is&often&exaggerated&adhesion&[121]&
2) Typical& cells& in& tissue& have& almost& 100%& of& the& surface& area& exposed& to&
either&other&cells&or&the&matrix;&in&contrast,&cells&in&2D&have&approximately&
50%&of& their& surface&area&exposed&to&either&growth&media&or& the&plastic)
ware&of&the&flask/dish&[122]&
3) Since&cells&in&2D&grow&in&monolayers,&they&are&only&exposed&to&cells&on&two&




4) Growing& cells& in& 2D,& such& as& on& coverslips& or& culture& dishes& imposes& a&




The& fact& that& focal& adhesions&have&been&characterised&without& considering& these&differences&
raises&a&significant&question:&do&focal&adhesions&even&exist&in#vivo,&or&are&they&simply&artefacts&
of& tissue& culture?& A& paper& in& 2010& challenged& the& existence& of& any& detectable& cell& adhesion&
structures&in&3D&collagen&gels&[124].&However,&despite&the&existence&of&focal&adhesions&in#vivo&




and/or& proteolytically& cleave& the& physical& scaffold& in& order& to& spread& and& extend.& Thus& cell&
spreading,&takes&hours,&or&even&days,&rather&than&the&minutes&it&takes&for&a&call&to&flatten&in&2D&
settings&[125].&Another&key&difference&observed&between&2D&and&3D&cellular&adhesion&is&in&the&
spatial& and& temporal& distribution& of& integrin)mediated& adhesions.& One& study& used& sandwich&
culture& techniques& to& seed& fibroblasts&between& two&ECM&mimetic& gels& so&as& to&engage&both&
dorsal& and& ventral& integrin& engagement& [126].& The& result& was& a& loss& of& lamellipodia& and& an&
adoption& of& stellate)like& phenotype&with& rich& linearised& extensions,&much& like& the& fibroblast&
morphology&observed&in#vivo.&There&was&also&a&reduction&in&the&number&and&size&of&adhesions&




cells& is& drastically& different& to& those& seen& in& 2D& cells.& A& landmark& paper& by& Cukierman& and&
colleagues& [127]& took& human& foreskin& fibroblasts& (HFF)& and& grew& them& on& a& variety& of&
substrates& including& tissue)& and& cell)& derived& 3D& matrices,& 2D& substrates& coated& with& ECM&
substrates&such&as&fibronectin&and&Collagen&I,&and&mechanically&compressed&3D&matrices.&They&
then& probed& these& populations& for& key& molecules& found& in& 2D& focal& adhesions& such& as& the&




fibrillar& adhesions.& They& thus& proposed& that& there& is& a& fourth& type& of& adhesion& that& occurs&
exclusively&in&3D&systems&–&3D&matrix&adhesions.&&The&biggest&differences&between&2D&and&3D&
adhesions& they& characterised&were& a& shift& in&main& integrin& composition& from&αvβ3& to& α5β1,&






























substrates( and( topographies( found( within( different( 3D( culture( systems.( Hakkinen( et( al.(
[128](addressed(this(issue(by(directly(comparing(the(adhesions(formed(by(HFF(cells(on(the(
four( most( commonly( used( 3D( matrices:( collagen( gels,( fibrin( gels,( basement( membrane(
extract( (BME),( and( cellJderived( matrix( (CDM)( from( fibroblasts.( For( direct( controls,( they(
grew(the(same(cells(on(coverslips(coated( in(collagen,( fibrinogen,(or(BME,(or(mechanically(
compressed( fibroblastJderived( 3D( matrix.( They( found( that( although( there( were( several(
factors(in(common(between(the(adhesions(found(on(each(of(these(matrices,(namely(a(lack(
of( classical( focal( adhesions( and( stress( fibres( and( an( increased( area( of( the( cell( surface(
devoted( to( other( types( of( adhesion( structure,( each( matrix( exhibited( slightly( different(




























































Figure' 1.10' Cells' grown' in' 2D' and' 3D' experience' different' mechanical' and'
biological'cues'
(
The(environmental( cues(encountered(by(a(cell( are( drastically(different(between( an(
glass(or(plastic(surface((2D)(and(a(typical(3D(cell(system,(such(as(collagen(gels.(These(
cues(include(mechanical(differences,(such(as(stiffness,(biological(cues(such(as(polarity(
and( adhesions,( and( chemical( cues( such( as( gradients( of( soluble( nutrients.( These(







Given( the( large( body( of( research( presented( thus( far( that( demonstrates( the( differences(
between( cells(maintained( in(2D(and(3D,( and(given( the( importance(of( in#vitro(hepatocyte(
models( in( drug( discovery( and( development,( it( follows( that( there( is( a( need( for( 3D(
hepatocyte( models( that( display( prolonged( viability( and( hepatic( functionality.( Although(
there( are( currently( a( wide( variety( of( 3D( technologies( that( have( been( used( to( grow(
hepatocytes,(these(models(do(not(currently(allow(for(cells(to(be(continually(maintained(in(
3D(conditions(in(the(longJterm.(This(is(important(when(considering(the(adaptability(of(cells,(
and( the( changes( that( they( undergo( when( placed( in( a( novel( environment,( as( outlined( in(
Section(1.1.5.(Namely,(if(cells(that(are(naïve(to(a(3D(microenvironment(are(placed(into(3D(





























The' primary' hypothesis' of' this' work' is' that' hepatocytes' propagated' in' 3D' will' show'
morphologies' closer' to' those' seen' in' native' liver' tissue,' allowing' for' enhanced' liverH
specific' functionality' in# vitro.' Furthermore,' it' is' hypothesised' that' this' enhanced'






The( biological( question( at( hand( for( this( project( is(what( is( the(mechanism( by(which( cells(
adapt(to(changes( in(their(physical(microenvironment(over( long(periods(of(culture( in#vitro.(
To( answer( this,( the( experimental( design( will( involve( sampling( cells( from( the( two(
populations( created( at( various( stages( along( the( adaptation( process,( and( assessing(
differences( in( cellular(morphology( and( cytoskeletal( organisation.( These( cells(will( then( be(
analysed( for( changes( in( cellular( functionality.( Finally,( these( cells( will( be( probed( for( key(
signaling( molecules( involved( in( adhesion( signaling( in( order( to( determine( whether( these(
pathways( are( responsible( for( controlling( and( regulating( cell( adaptation( to( the(
microenvironment.(Together(this(body(of(work(will(aim(to(provide(vital(information(on(the(
impact( of( 3D( cell( culture( on( observable( cell( function,( which( will( have( lead( to( a( better(
understanding( of( key( physiological( processes( such( as( morphoJand( organoJgenesis( and(
tissue( formation,( damage( and( repair.( In( particular,( this( project( will( focus( on( the( case( of(
hepatocytes( in# vitro,( exploring( how( 3D( technologies( can( be( used( to(maintain( cells( in( 3D(
prior(to(use(in(toxicity(studies,(thus(allowing(cells(to(be(‘primed’.(This(priming(should(enable(









• Develop( and( optimise( a( methodology( for( cell( retrieval( and( reJpassage( from( a(
porous(polystyrene(scaffold(





























































The( squamous( cell( carcinoma( cellJlines( Met1( to( Met4( were( derived( from( a( clinical(
progression(of(an(epidermal(tumour;(Met4(cells((ATCC,(US(patent(8,309,315)(were(cultured(
from( a( distant( metastatic( lesion( [130]( They( were( cultured( in( high( glucose( Dulbecco’s(











a( liver( tumour( in(a(paediatric(patient( [131].(They(were(cultured( in(high(glucose(Minimum(









HepG2(and(Met4( cells(were( suspended( as( single( cells( in( freezing(medium( (10%(DMSO( in(
FBS)( and( split( 1:3( into( cryovials.( These(were( placed( in(Mr( Frosty( containers( for( 24( hours(






























Alvetex®( Scaffold( is( a( commercially( available,( inert( polyHIPE( scaffold( produced( through(
water(in(oil((w/o)(emulsion([132].(The(polystyrene(material(is(highly(porous,(and(each(void(
is( connected( to( neighbouring( voids( through( numerous( interconnects( (see( Fig( 2.4C).( ( The(
average( pore( size( is( 40μm,( and( the( average( interconnect( size( is( 13μm.( The( resulting(
material( is( sectioned( into( 200( μm( thick( sheets,( which( are( cut( into( discs( and( placed( into(
plastic( inserts,( allowing( the( scaffold( to( be( readily( compatible(with( existing( tissue( culture(




































The( inserts( were( sterilised( and( prepared( for( cell( adhesion( by( a( wash( in( 70%( ethanol,(





Prior( to( seeding( onto( inserts,( MET4( cells( were( removed( from( T75( cell( culture( flasks( by(
incubation( in( 0.25%( TrypsinJEDTA( (SLS,( LZBE17J161F)( for( 5(minutes( at( 37°C( and( 5%( CO2.(
• RF power level – 40 watts 
• Ashing time – 5 minutes 
• Bleed delay – 15 seconds 
• Process gas – as appropriate 
• Vent value – unrestricted 
• Restrict vent time – 120 seconds 
• Pump spin down time – 15 
seconds 
• Vent hold time – 0 seconds 
• Gas shutoff time – 10 seconds 
















in( oil( (w/o)( emulsion,( as( with( Scaffold.( However,( Strata( differs( from( Scaffold( by( having(












A( variety( of( cellJlines(were( grown( on( Alvetex®Strata( in( order( to( investigate( the( effect( of(
smaller(pore(sizes(on(cell(growth.(Table(2.1(shows(the(cellJtypes(and(the(growth(conditions(
used.( As( opposed( to( the( dispersed( seeding( method( used( for( the( Met4( cells( on(
Alvetex®Scaffold,( in( the( concentrated( seeding(method,( the( required( number( of( cells( per(































Prior( to( seeding( onto( inserts,( HepG2( cells( were( removed( from( T75( cell( culture( flasks( by(
incubation( in(0.25%(TrypsinJEDTA( (SLS,(LZBE17J161F)( for(10(minutes(at(37°C(and(5%(CO2.(






A( suspension( culture( of( 1x106( HepG2( cells( was( reJsuspended( in( 15ml( of( sMEM( and(






seeding(method,(5ml(of(culture(media( is(added( to( the(well( containing(scaffold.(The(
cell( suspension( is( diluted( in( 4ml( of( culture(media( and( added( drop(wise( across( the(
entire(surface(of(the(scaffold,(allowing(cells(to(settle(evenly(over(the(surface.( In(the(
concentrated( seeding( method,( cells( are( concentrated( in( a( 100µl( droplet( which( is(





















































LN229' Glioblastoma(( MEM( Concentrated( 4(days(
NIHH3T3' Mouse(embryonic(fibroblast(( DMEM( Disperse( 4(days(
HaCaT' Human(keratinocyte(( DMEM( Disperse( 4(days(













































To( assess( cell( viability( using( an(MTT( assay,( scaffold( discs(were( removed( from( the( plastic(
inserts,( and( placed( into( fresh( 12(well( plates.( To( each(well( containing( a( scaffold,( plus( an(
empty(control(well,(1ml(of(a(1mg/ml(MTT(solution((Sigma,(M5655)(was(added.(Plates(were(
covered( in( foil( to(protect( from( light(exposure,(and(placed( in(an( incubator(at(37°C(and(5%(
CO2(for(an(hour.(After(the( incubation(period,(the( insoluble(purpleJcoloured(formazan(salts(
were( solubilised( using( 1ml( acidified( isopropranol,( and( left( on( a( rotating( platform( set( to(
45rpm(for(10(minutes(at(room(temperature.((The(resulting(solution(on(each(scaffold(and(in(
the(control(well,(was(diluted(1:20(and(200µl(of(the(diluted(solution(was(placed(in(a(well(of(a(
96(well(plate.(For(2D(cultures,( the(method( is(similar,(except(that( the(cell(culture(media( is(












haemocytometer( and(observed(under(a( light(microscope( (Nikon(Eclipse(T5100).( Live( cells(
appear( colourless,( whereas( dead( cells( are( stained( dark( blue( due( to( the( dye( penetrating(


















































culture(dishes( (B).(SEM( images(show(that(Alvetex(Scaffold( (C)(has( average(pore( sizes(









P6148)(overnight,( and( then(washed( in(PBS( three( times.(Cells(were(dehydrated( through(a(
series(of(ethanols(–(30%,(50%,(70%,(80%,(90%,(95%,(and(finally(100%(J(each(for(15(minutes.(
After( dehydration,( scaffolds( were( cut( in( half,( and( transferred( to( Histoclear( (National(







All( procedures( involving( mice( were( conducted( in( accordance( with( guidelines( and(
permission(granted(by(the(Institution(and(the(Home(Office,(UK.(Mice(were(euthanized(and(
the( liver( dissected(out.( The( liver(was( roughly( cut( into( quarters( to( obtain( pieces( of( tissue(
approximately(2mm2.(These(were(fixed(in(4%(PFA(at(4°C(for(24(hours.(The(fixative(was(then(
poured(off,(and(the(tissue(washed(in(dH2O(three(times(for(10(minutes(each(to(remove(all(
traces( of( fixative.( The( tissue( was( then( left( in( 30ml( of( 70%,( 80%,( 90%,( 95%( and( 100%(
ethanols( for( 2( hours( each,( before( being( transferred( to( a( fresh( falcon( of( 30ml( 100%( dry(
ethanol(for(24(hours.(Liver(samples(were(then(left(in(Histoclear(for(24(hours,(followed(by(a(






Sections( of( scaffold( between( 8µm( and( 10µm( were( cut( using( a( microtome( (Leica,(
RM2125RT)( and( transferred( to( electrostatically( charged( SuperFrost+( (Fisher,( 10149870)(
slides( by( floatation( in( a( 40°C(water( bath.( Slides(were( left( overnight( on( heatJracks( to( dry(






to( basophilic( cell( components,( and( thus( stains( nuclei( blue.( Eosin( binds( to( acidophilic( cell(
components,(and(thus(stains(cytoplasm(pink.(Sections(were(deparaffinised(in(Histoclear(for(
5(minutes,( and( then( rehydrated( through( a( series( of( ethanols:( 100%( ethanol( (2(minutes).(
95%(ethanol( (1(minute)(and(70%(ethanol( (1(minute),(before(being( transferred( to(distilled(
water( (dH2O)( for( a( minute.4.( Nuclei( were( stained( using( Mayer’s( Haematoxylin( (Sigma(
MH532J1L)( for( 5( minutes,( washed( for( 30( seconds( in( dH2O,( and( subsequently( blued( in(
alkaline( ethanol( (30ml( Ammonia:( 970ml( 70%( Ethanol)( for( 30( seconds.( Sections( were(

















before( being( treated( with( 0.1%( (v/v)( TritonJX( 100( (Fisher,( BPEJ151J100)( in( PBS( for( 20(
minutes( in( order( to( permeablise( the( cell(membranes.( Cells(were( blocked( for( 30(minutes(
using( a( blocking( buffer( made( of( 1%( Normal( Goat( Serum( (NGS,( Sigma( G6767)( and( 0.1%(
TweenJ20((Sigma,(P9416)(in(PBS.(Primary(antibodies(and(cell(stains(at(appropriate(dilutions(
(see( Table( 2.2( and( 2.3( respectively)( in( blocking( buffer(were( added( to( slides,(which(were(
incubated(at(4°C(in(a(humidified(chamber(overnight,(and(then(washed(3(times(in(blocking(
buffer( for( 5(minutes(each,(on(a( rotating(platform( set( to(40rpm.( Fluorescence( conjugated(




and( mounted( onto( slides( in( Vectashield( (Vector( Labs,( HJ1000);( glass( coverslips( were(
attached( using( nail( varnish.( The( slides(were( kept( in( the( dark( until( ready( to( be( observed(
using(fluorescent(microscopy.(
(
For( the(staining(of(primary(murine( liver( samples,( slides(were(stained(using(a(DABJHRP(kit(
(Millipore,( DAB500).( Slides( were( deparaffinised( and( placed( in( citrate( buffer( for( antigen(
retrieval( as( before.(Using( a(PAP(pen( (Fisher,(VX08877),( a( hydrophobic(barrier(was(drawn(
around(the(section.(A(few(drops(of(a(3%(hydrogen(peroxide(solution((v/v;(Sigma,(216763)(





temperature.( Slides( were( rinsed( and( incubated( with( a( few( drops( of( secondary( antibody(


































































The( table( shows( the( optimal( dilutions( of( the( primary( antibodies( used( in(
























to( fix( in( 4%( PFA( for( an( hour( at( room( temperature.( After( fixation,( the( coverslips( were(
washed(twice(in(PBS(before(staining.(
























When( staining( cells( for( the( cytoskeletal(marker(Phalloidin,( a(dye( that( specifically(binds(FJ
Actin,(the(cells(were(incubated(in(the(dark(at(room(temperature(for(an(hour(in(200µl(of(a(
Phalloidin:Hoechst( 33522( mixture( (1.3µl( Phalloidin( and( 0.2µl( Hoechst( 33522( in( 200µl(














































































The( table( shows( the( optimal( dilutions( of( the( primary( antibodies( used( in(









































The( advanced( imaging( facility( at(Durham(University( allows( for( high( resolution( imaging(of(





























For( singleJcell( imaging,( a( super( resolution( Delta( Vision( OMX( V4( microscope( (Applied(
Precision(GE(Healthcare(systems)(was(used.(This(microscope(is(capable(of(generating(wideJ
field(and(SIM(images.(Structured( Illumination((SI)( is(a(wideJfield(technique( in(which(a(grid(
Figure'2.5'Zeiss'510'Meta'Confocal'Laser'Scanning'Microscope'
'






information( to( become( encoded( into( the( observed( image.( This( information( is(
computationally( extracted( and( mathematically( transformed( through( an( algorithm( to(
generate( a( threeJdimensional( reconstruction( with( twice( as( high( resolution,( in( all( three(








viewing(the( image(on(the(orthogonal(viewer,(and(choosing( immersion(oil( that(produces(a(
symmetrical(flare(of(light(that(extends(equally(in(both(directions((see(Fig(2.6A).(This(can(be(














































Cells% for% cytometric% analysis% were% retrieved% from% culture% flasks,% counted% using% a%
haemocytometer% and% re8suspended% in% 1ml% blocking% buffer% (0.1%% w/v% Bovine% Serum%
Albumin% (BSA)% in% PBS)% to% create% a% single% cell% suspension% of% 5x105% cells.% 200µl% of% this%
suspension% was% added% to% each% well% of% a% U8bottomed% 96% well% untreated% flow% cytometry%







PFA%was% added%and%pelleted% through% centrifugation% at% 1000rpm% for% 5%minutes% at% 4°C.%At%
this% stage,% the% pellet% was% re8suspended% in% 4%% PFA% and% left% to% fix% on% ice% for% 20%minutes.%
During% this% time% the% tube% was% gently% swirled% periodically% to% prevent% the% cells% sticking%
together.%Cells%were%centrifuged%as%before%and%washed%twice%with%PBS.%The%cell%pellet%was%
then%re8suspended%in%2ml%0.1%%Triton%X100%and%left%on%ice%for%15%minutes%to%permeablise%
the%cells.%Cells%were%washed% three% times%as%before%and% the%pellet% re8suspended% in%1ml%of%
blocking%buffer%(0.1%%w/v%BSA%in%PBS)%to%create%a%single%cell%suspension%of%5x105%cells.%200µl%








with% a% FITC8conjugated% goat8anti8mouse% IgM% (µ8chain% specific)% secondary% (Sigma,% F9259)%
diluted%1:100%in%blocking%buffer.%Unbound%excess%antibody%was%removed%by%adding%100μl%of%
the% BSA% blocking% solution% and% centrifuging% at% 1000rpm% for% 5%minutes% at% 4°C.% Cells% were%
washed% twice% by% addition% of% 180µl% blocking% buffer% and% centrifugation.% Cells% were% then%
! 55!





Prior% to% analysis,% a% quality% control% step% using% the%Guava% Check% kit% (Millipore,% 450080020)%
was% performed%on% the% cytometer% (Millipore%GuavaCyte% Plus% Flow)% to% determine%whether%
the% system% required% calibration.% This% involves% using% beads% of% known% size,% shape% and%
fluorescence%to%determine%a%%%coefficient%of%variance%(CV);%this%should%ideally%be%less%than%








































Research( has( found( that( cells( cultured( in( a( 3D( culture( system(differ(morphologically( and(
physiologically(from(cells(cultured(in(traditional(2D(culture(systems([133:135].(Arguably,(it(is(
the( additional( Z( dimensionality( of( 3D( cultures( that( is( the( crucial( feature( leading( to( the(
differences(in(cellular(responses(because(not(only(does(it(influence(the(spatial(organization(













These( changes( are( due( to( a( process( called( mechano:transduction,( by( which( mechanical(
cues( form( the( environment( are( translated( into( chemical( cues( within( the( cell.( This(
translation(event(allows( the(cell( to( fully(adapt( to( the(environment( in(which( it( is( growing.(
While(we(know(the(main(players(in(this(process,(in(terms(of(signalling(molecules,(we(don’t(
know(how(they(come(together(in(terms(of(a(3D(context.(There(is(also(a(gap(in(our(current(
knowledge( on( the( temporal( aspects( of( this( adaptation.( A( key( question( that( needs( to( be(
asked(here(is(how(long(does(it(take(for(cells(to(fully(adapt(to(a(3D(topography?(One(of(the(
main(hypotheses(behind(this(project(is(that(there(are(two(main(stages(of(cell(adaptation(to(
the( environment:( short:term( dynamism( controlled( by( signalling( events,( and( long:term(
priming(controlled(by(changes(in(gene(expression.(It(is(likely(that(these(longer:term(events(
will( require( longer( periods( of( culture( in( 3D( systems.( Chang( et( al.( [136]( found( that( there(
were(large:scale(global(changes(in(gene(expression(between(the(human(hepatocyte(cell(line(
HepG2(cells(grown(in(monolayer((2D)(and(spheroids((3D).(In(this(study,(they(demonstrated(
that( HepG2( cells( respond( to( differing( physical( environments( of( 2D( and( 3D( culture( with(
altered( actin( cytoskeleton( structure( and( cell( shape.( Through( global( gene( expression(
analysis,( they( showed( that( distinct( genetic( programs( were( triggered( depending( on( the(
physical(shape(of(the(cells.(Monolayer(cells(expressed(high(levels(of(ECM,(cytoskeleton,(and(
cell( adhesion( molecules.( These( transcripts( were( down:regulated( in( the( spheroids( while(
metabolic( and( synthetic( functional( genes( were( significantly( up:regulated.( These( changes(
were(found(in(cells(cultured(in(both(environments(for(6(weeks.((
However,( the(question(remains(whether( the(6:week(culture(period( is(necessary( for( these(
changes,(or(indeed(whether(it(is(sufficient(to(see(the(full(extent(of(the(changes.(With(this(in(
mind,(it(is(important(to(be(able(to(establish(a(protocol(by(which(cells(can(be(grown(for(long(
culture( periods( in( 2D( and( 3D( in( parallel( and( then( compared( to( each( other( at( different(






cell( types( in(one(model,(and,( in(the(case(of(hepatocytes,( increased( longevity.(These(three(
aspects(together(have(the(potential(to(significantly(improve(biological(relevance(of(in#vitro(
assays( and( increase( the( chances( that( drug:induced( toxicities,( generation( of( a( potentially(
! 60!
toxic(metabolite(or(accumulation:processes(over(time(will(be(detected.However,(the(design(
and( delivery( of( models( that( allow( for( long:term( stability( and( maintained( functionality(
remains( challenging.( While( certain( key( parameters,( for( example,( cellular( viability,( may(
remain( constant( for( longer( culture(periods,( other( factors( such( as( phenotypes,( change.( In(
unpublished(data(reviewed(in([137],(whole(genome(microarray(analysis(of(cells(grown(in(3D(
sandwich(models(revealed(that,(after(about(4(weeks,(the(cell(model(appeared(to(undergo(
physiological( changes( so( that( the(pattern(of(expressed(genes(did(not(match( that(of(an( in#
vivo( liver( anymore.( This( example( was( particularly( unexpected( as( the( key( liver( functions,(
such(as(P450s,(remained(constant(over(the(same(experimental(period,(and(thus(a(liver:like(
cellular(environment(and(functionality(would(have(been(expected.(Without(careful(analysis(
of( the( gene( expression( pattern( and( comparison( with( human( liver( samples,( these(




the(mechanisms( of( cell( adaptation( to( the( environment.( They( also( highlight( the( need( for(






























3.( Continually( propagate( cells( in( both( 2D( and( 3D( culture( over( several(months( to(
produce(two(different(cell(populations.(























Scaffold(discs(were( removed( from(the(plastic( inserts(by( snapping( the( three(clips( securing(
the( base( ring( to( the(walls,( and(washed(with( brief( immersion( in( PBS( to( remove( traces( of(
culture(media.(A(pair(of(dissection(scissors(were(washed(in(70%(ethanol(solution(and(then(
used( to(cut( scaffold(discs( into(either(halves(or(quarters.(These(were( transferred( to(a(3ml(
plastic(vial(and( incubated(with(2ml(of(0.25%(TrypsinEEDTA(solution(at(37°C(for(between(5(
and(30(minutes(on(either(an(orbital(or(platform(shaker.(The(cell( suspension( solution(was(









the( neutral( red( chemical( into( their( lysosomes,( but( as( cells( begin( to( dye( they( lose( their(







that( had( been( removed.( Briefly,( discs( were( incubated( in( 500µl( of( Neutral( Red( solution(
(Sigma(N6264)( for(5(minutes(at( room(temperature.(The(discs(were(then(placed( in(a(deep(















experiments,( the( MTT( assay( was( used( to( provide( quantitative( data( on( cell( retrieval.( To(
assess( the(efficiency(of(cell( retrieval,(one(disc(per(experiment(acted(as(a(control(disc(and(
was( incubated(only(with(PBS.(Both(the(control(and(treated(discs(were(placed( in(a( fresh(6(
well(culture(plate(and(incubated(with(the(MTT(solution(for(an(hour(at(37°C(and(protected(
from( light(exposure(with( foil.(The(resultant(salt(was(solubilised(with(acidified( isopropanol(




























Strata(discs(were(processed( for( histology( as( explained( in( section(2.3.( In( order( to( capture(
cellular(behaviour(across(the(entire(disc,(8um(sections(were(taken(in(triplicate(at(distances(
of( 100µm( apart.( These( sections( were( then( transferred( to(microscope( slides( and( stained(
with( H&E( to( visualise( the( cells.( Images( were( captured( at( 20x( magnification( using( an(
inverted(light(microscope.(Serial(images(were(taken(at(each(point(along(the(entire(diameter(
of( the(disc(and(stitched(together( to(create(a(montage( image.(At(various(points(along( this(
montage,(measurements(were(taken(to(assess(the(degree(of(cell(growth(above(and(through(





























plates,. for. larger. scale.experiments..Polystyrene.clips.hold. the.membrane. in.place.within.
the.well. so. that. the.discs.don’t. float.when. immersed. in.media.–. these.clips.can.be.easily.
removed.using.a.pair.of.forceps,.which.allows.the.scaffold.to.be.processed...The.benefits.of.
the. insert. format. over. a. standard. plate. format. is. that. the. cells. are. fed. from. above. and.
below. the. surface. ensuring. that. nutrients. from. the. growth. medium. fully. penetrate. the.















Alvetex®Scaffold! is! a! highly! porous! PolyHIPE! polystyrene! material! (A)! that! is! commercially! available! in! formats! readily! compatible! with! existing!





Met4!squamous!carcinoma!cells!were!chosen!as!a!model! cell! type! for! the!development!of!a!
















2!weeks! in!order! to!work!out! the!optimal!experimental!growth!period.!As!Figure!3.5! shows,!
Met4!cells!show!very!different!growth!profiles!in!2D!and!3D,!a!clear!sign!that!the!environment!
in! which! a! cell! is! placed! has! a! direct! impact! on! cell! growth.! The! growth! of! cells! in! culture!




byCproducts,! as! well! as! a! lack! of! fresh! nutrient;! this! is! visualised! in! Figure! 3.5A.!Met4! cells!






































and! the! viability! tested! through! an!MTT! assay! every! 2! days! (B).! Cells! grown! in! 3D! grow!
slower!than!their!2D!counterparts,!reaching!the!exponential!phase!of!growth!4!days! later.!













The! next! parameter! to! be! optimised! was! the! initial! seeding! density! for! growth! on!
Alvetex®Scaffold.!Cells!were!grown!at!three!different!concentrations!for!either!4,!7!or!10!days!




of! 7! days! was! determined! on.! Looking! at! Figure! 3.6DMF,! it! is! clear! that! cells! penetrate! the!

















Cells! can! be! seeded! onto! Alvetex®Scaffold! in! one! of! two! ways:! dispersed! or! concentrated!













8! and! 10ml)! and! allowed! to! settle! evenly! across! the! entire! surface! of! the! membrane.! An!
alternative! method! of! cell! seeding! involves! concentrating! the! cell! suspension! into! a! 100μl!
droplet,! which! is! added! directly! to! the! centre! of! the! scaffold.! This! is! followed! by! a! short!
incubation! to! allow! the! cells! to! adhere! prior! to! the! addition! of! the! final! volume! of! culture!














































As# Figure# 3.9# shows,# Met4# cells# grow# evenly# across# the# surface# of# the# disc# when# seeded#
dispersely# (Figure#3.9D?F),# but# the# growth# is# sparse,# and# cells# occupy# regions#of# the# scaffold#







Cells# were# seeded# using# the# concentrated#method# at# 0.5#million# cells/disc# and# grown# for# 7#
days.# They#were# then# incubated# in# a#weak# Trypsin?EDTA# solution# for# 5,# 15#or# 30#minutes# in#




after# trypsin# incubation,# and#Trypan#Blue#was#used# to#determine#how#many#of# the# released#
cells#were#still#viable.#As#Figure#3.10#shows,#the#optimal#period#of#incubation#was#found#to#be#
15#minutes.#However,#the#average#cell#yield#was#335,000,#which#is#significantly#lower#than#the#































Cells! were! grown! at! 0.5x106! cells/disc! for! 7! days! and! then! incubated!with! either! 4ml! PBS! (A)! or! 4ml! 0.25%!TrypsinIEDTA! (TE)! for! 5!minutes! (B),! 15!
minutes!(C)!or!30!minutes!(D).!!4ml!of!culture!media!was!added!to!each!well!and!triturated!several!times!before!being!collected!and!the!cells!counted!(EI
F).!The!discs!were!stained!with!Neutral!Red!(NR)!to!visualise!the!remaining!cells!(AID).!Increasing!trypsin!incubation!times!results!in!increased!cell!yields,!
















































and& seeded&onto&a& fresh& scaffold& at& 0.5&million& cells&per&disc&using& concentrated& seeding,& as&
before&(Figure&3.12).&As&a&control,&cells&retrieved&from&2D&culture&were&seeded&in&the&same&way&
to& see& if& there& was& any& difference& between& 2D!3D& and& 3D!3D& passaging.& Cells& retrieved&
from&a&2D&source&grew&densely&in&the&centre&of&the&disc,&uniformly&in&the&middle,&and&sparsely&
towards& the& edge,& as& expected.& However,& cells& seeded& from& a& 3D& source& did& not& migrate&
outwards&from&the&central&droplet&and&failed&to&populate&any&of&the&middle&or&edge&zones&of&







Alvetex®Strata& differs& from& the& Scaffold& format& in& only& one& viable& –& pore& size.& Whereas&
Alvetex®Scaffold&has&an&average&poreNsize&of&40μm,&Strata&membranes&have&an&average&pore&
size&of&13μm,&with& interconnects&of& roughly&6μm.&These&differences& can&be& seen& in& the&SEM&
images& in&Figure&3.13A&and&B.&Because&the&poreNsize& is&smaller& than&the&average&diameter&of&
most&mammalian&cells,& these&cells&do&not&penetrate&through&the&scaffold&but&rather&grow&on&
top& of& the&membrane& in& a& scaffoldNfree&manner.& As& the& SEM& images& in& Figure& 3.13C& and& D&
show,& the& cells& grow& in& a& tissueNlike& formation& on& top& of& the& porous&material.& Porosity& and&
average&poreNsize&have&been&established&as&parameters&that&vastly&affect&the&growth&of&cells&in&
culture.&Thus,&it&is&unsurprising&that&when&the&same&cell&type&is&grown&on&both&Alvetex®Scaffold&








only& in& poreNsize;& as& shown& in& the& red& (pore)& and& blue& (interconnect)& outlines,& Strata&
membranes& have& smaller& pores& of& approximately& 13µm,& compared& to& pores& of&
approximately&40µm& in& Scaffold.&The&smaller&pore& size&allows& cells& to& grow&on& top&of& the&












































were! investigated,! a! pool! of! thirteen! diverse! cell! lines! was! studied,! ranging! from! breast!
carcinoma! cells! (MDABMBB231)! to! fibroblasts! (NIHB3T3)! and! stem! cells! (Tera2.cl.SP12).! As!
expected,!these!cell!lines!all!grew!differently!on!the!material,!as!can!be!seen!in!the!H&E!images!




due! to! differences! in! cell! size,! with! smaller! more! malleable! fibroblastic! cells! being! able! to!
‘squeeze’! through! the! pores.! This! could! also! be! an! effect! of! cellular! organisation.! Some! cell!
types,!such!as!HepG2!cells!and!Tera2.cl.SP12!cells,!share!very!close!cellBcell!contacts!and!grow!






the!material! surface,! and! the!distance! from! the!material! surface! to! the! furthest!penetrating!
cell.!The!former!was!given!a!negative!value!and!the!latter!a!positive!value,!and!the!distance!in!
microns!calculated!using!the!scale!bar.!These!values!were!plotted!in!order!to!see!whether!the!
pattern! observed! in! Figure! 3.14! could! be! quantified! (Figure! 3.15).! The! results! of! the!
penetration! assay! clearly! confirm! the! qualitative! data! from! the! H&E! images.! This! pattern!
however! was! not! seen! previously! with! the! Alvetex®Scaffold! material,! and! thus! a!











Representative! cell! types! from! each! migratory! class! were! grown! in!
parallel!on!Scaffold!and!Strata!in!order!to!test!whether!the!characteristic!
migration!pattern!was!unique!to!the!smaller9pore!material.!H&E!images!
show! that! fully! penetrative! cells! (A&D)! show! little! difference! between!
materials,! whereas!minimally! penetrative! cells! grow! in! vastly! different!
ways! on! Strata! versus! Scaffold! (F! compared! to! C).! These! differences!
were!quantified!using!a!penetration!assay!(G).!Data!presented!as!n!=!15!




The$MDA(MB(231$ cells$ do$not$ show$drastic$ growth$differences$between$ Scaffold$ and$ Strata$
(Fig$ 3.16A$ and$ D),$ and$ the$ penetrative$ behaviour$ was$ statistically$ similar$ (Fig$ 3.16G).$$












HepG2$cells$are$an$ immortalised$cell$ line$originally$derived$from$the$ isolated$ liver$tissue$of$a$
well(differentiated$hepatocellular$ carcinoma.$ They$are$epithelial$ in$morphology$when$grown$
on$ 2D$ tissue$ plastic,$ as$ seen$ in$ the$ phase$ contrast$ image$ in$ Figure$ 3.17A.$ However,$






















cells$ grow$ steadily$ over$ a$ longer$ period$ of$ time,$ possibly$ due$ to$ the$ extra$ resources$ being$
required$for$active$adaptation$to$a$novel$three$dimensional$micro(environment.$From$the$data$

















Figure' 3.19' The' penetrative' behaviour' of' HepG2' cells' changes'
throughout'the'culture'period.'
!
HepG2! cells! were! grown! over! 2! weeks! at! a! density! of! 0.5! x! 106!
cells/disc!without!media! changes.! Initially! cells! grow!mostly! on! the!
top! of! the! membrane! (AEC),! however! after! 7! days! in! culture,! cells!
begin! to! penetrate! the! membrane.! Therefore,! the! optimal! time!





majority( of( cells( grow( on( top( rather( than( through( the( material,( meaning( that( cell( removal(
should( theoretically( be( easier.( Thus,( it( was( important( to( see( how( cell( organisation( on( the(




microns( either( above( or( below( the( surface.( However,( for( the( first( 5( days,( cells( began( to(
penetrate(less(and(occupy(the(space(above(the(membrane,(reaching(a(peak(at(day(5.(Between(
day( 5( and( day( 7( however,( there( is( a( drastic( change,( with( cells( beginning( to( penetrate( the(
material( to( an( extent( far( outweighing( the( cells( growing( on( top( –( this(mirrors( the( period( of(
most( exponential( growth( in( Figure( 3.18,( indicating( that( rapid( growth( is( accompanied( by(
penetration( through( the( material,( possibly( due( to( lack( of( space.( Penetration( through( the(
material( continues( from(day( to(day(14.(Therefore( to(maximise( the(advantage(of(membrane8









for( 385( days.( The( cells( were( grown( diffusely( in( order( to( promote( even( growth( across( the(
surface( of( the( material,( and( actively( discourage( growth( downwards( throughout( the( depth(
material(which( is(often( seen(when( seeding( in(a( concentrated(manner.( The(high( cell( number(
was(chosen(to(take(into(consideration(a(loss(of(cells(through(incomplete(retrieval.(The(media(







































using$ a$ 5ml$ pipette$ for$ approximately$ 30$ seconds.$ The$ dissociation$ solution$ containing$ the$
released$ cells$was$ transferred$ to$ a$ centrifuge$ tube,$ and$ additional$media$was$ added$ to$ the$
discs$ to$ collect$any$ residual$ cells.$ This$media$was$ too$added$ to$ the$centrifuge$ tube,$and$ the$
cells$ in$ the$ suspension$ were$ counted$ and$ re>passaged$ onto$ fresh$ Strata$ discs$ at$ 1$ million$
cells/disc.$This$protocol$is$outlined$in$Figure$3.20A,$and$a$stereotypical$example$of$a$re>passage$
is$ shown$ in$ Figure$3.20B.$As$ seen$ from$ the$H&E$ images,$most$of$ the$ cells$ from$ the$ scaffold$
were$ successfully$ retrieved;$ the$ average$percentage$ retrieval$was$73.4%$using$ this$ protocol.$
This$ protocol$ was$ used$ to$ successfully$maintain$ cells$ in$ 3D$ on$ Strata$ for$ 13$ passages$ –$ the$





density$ of$ 1$million$ cells$ per$ disc.$With$ the$ exception$ of$ passage$ 13,$ this$ protocol$ does$ not$
seem$ to$ allow$ for$ significant$ proliferation$ across$ the$ growth$ period,$ meaning$ that$ the$
methodology$cannot$be$used$to$expand$cell$populations.$The$viability,$though$generally$high,$
does$ not$ stay$ consistent$ across$ the$ culture$ period.$ This$ is$ probably$ due$ to$ the$ inconsistent$









using$ trituration$ to$ remove$ detached$ cells,$ a$ cell$ scraper$ was$ used.$ This$ was$ because$







































Comparing* the* H&E* before* and* after* images* in* Figure* 3.22B* to* those* obtained* using* the*
unmodified*protocol* in*Figure*3.22B,* it* is*clear*that*the*changes*to*the*cell* retrieval*protocol*
resulted*in*more*efficient*removal,*with*an*average*percentage*cell*yield*of*91.2%.*Finally,* in*
order* to* compare* proliferation* and* viability*with* that* of* standard* 2D* culture*methods,* cells*
were*maintained* in*parallel* in*2D*and*3D* for*all* 13*passages.* * This*data* can*be*visualised* in*
Figure*3.22.*Comparing*Figure*3.23A*to*Figure*3.21*the*redesigned*protocol*clearly* results* in*
more* consistent* cell* viabilities.* The* cell* yields,* while* not* higher* in* totality,* show* more*































The* aim*of* this* chapter*was* to* develop* and* optimise* a*model* that*would* enable* longOterm*
propagation* and* maintenance* of* cells* in* 3D.* Propagation* using* 3D* culture* techniques* is*
important* for* the* future* of* 3D* cell* culture* because* most* inOdepth* studies* require* large*
numbers*of*cells*to*be*harvested*for*downstream*analysis;*a*lack*of*a*fully*established*protocol*
for*cell*expansion* in*3D* is*a*bottleneck* in* this*process* [138]*Another*key*benefit*of*having*a*
model*that*allows*for*3D*propagation*is*that*cells*can*be*‘primed’*to*the*added*dimensionality*
of*the*microenvironment*prior*to*use*in*assays*and*experiments.*This*is*particularly*useful*for*




The* primary* stages* of* this* work* focused* on* the* use* of* a* commercially* available* porous*
polystyrene*scaffold*Alvetex®Scaffold.*Due*to*the*compatibility*of*this*scaffold*with*traditional*
culture* plasticOware,* it* represented* an* attractive* model* system* to* work* with* for* 3D*
maintenance.*The* first*hurdle* to*using*this*scaffold* for*cell*passage* is* the*encapsulation*that*
occurs*when*cells*are*seeded*onto*the*scaffold*surface.*Cells*migrate* into*the* interior*of* the*
scaffold,*and*inhabit*the*pores*and*interconnect*within*the*material.*They*secrete*an*ECM*and*
form*multiOcell* colonies*within* the* interior,* and*while* this* is* a* positive* in* terms* of* enabling*
restraintOfree*3D*cell*growth,* it*poses*a*problem*for*cell*retrieval.*With*this* in*mind,*the*first*






Cell* retrieval* is* often* damaging* to* cells* –* the* use* of* 0.2%* trypsinOEDTA* solution* to* remove*
adherent*cells*from*culture*has*been*associated*with*changes*at*the*proteome*level,*with*an*
upOregulation*of*proOapoptotic*proteins* in*particular*being* found*with*extended*exposure* to*
this*enzymatic*solution*[139].*The*standard*incubation*times*for*2D*cells*vary*between*2*and*
15* minutes.* However,* it* was* found* that* even* 30* minutes* exposure* to* TypsinOEDTA* wasn’t*




enzymatic* solution.*A* consideration*of* using*porous* scaffolds* is* the* concept*of* nutrient* and*
solution* diffusion* through* the* material* [140],* and* thus,* it* is* likely* that* if* discs* are* simply*
bathed*in*trypsin,*the*enzyme*solution*may*not*reach*the*interior*zone*of*the*material,*leaving*
a*percentage*of*cells*untreated,*and* thus*unable* to*be*disattached*and*retrieved.*By*cutting*
the* discs* across* the* diameter,* it* shortens* the* diffusion* path* for* the* trypsin,* hopefully*
increasing* the* percentage* of* cells* exposed.* However,* attempts* at* doing* this* did* not*
significantly* increase*the*cell*retrieval.*Finally,*the*discs*were*placed*in*trypsin*and*incubated*
on* rotating* platforms* or* orbital* shakers* in* order* to* add* agitation* to* the* system* since*
mechanical* agitation* has* been* shown* to* facilitate* enzymatic* cleavage* using* Trypsin* [141].*
However,* added* agitation* to* the* incubation* process* again* did* not* improve* cell* yields*
significantly.**
*
Alvetex®Strata*differs* from*the*previously*used*scaffold*with* smaller*pores*and* interconnect*
sizes.* Research*has* shown* that* porosity* and* the*nanoOscale* architecture*of* porous* scaffolds*
has* a* significant* impact* on* cell*morphology.*Nehrer* showed* that* smaller* pore* sizes* allowed*
primary*chondrocytes*to*maintain*their*native*shape*for* longer* in#vitro,*as*compared*to*cells*
grown*on*larger*pore*material,*which*became*elongated*and*fibroblastic*after*3hrs*[142].*This*
finding*also* correlated* to*poreOsize*dependent* changes* in*GAG*content*of* intracellular*DNA,*
showing* the* importance*of* pore* size*on* cell*morphology.*However,* for* the*purposes*of* this*
project,* the* major* advantage* of* Alvetex®Strata* is* that* the* smaller* poreOsize* allows* cells* to*
grow*in*scaffoldOfree*tissueOlike*‘slabs’*on*top*of*the*membrane*surface,*rather*than*infiltrating*
through* into*the*scaffold* interior.*Because*cells*are*growing*on*top,* they*can*be*more*easily*
removed,*and*theoretically*shouldn’t*need*to*be*exposed*to*trypsin*for*longer*than*would*be*
required*for*2D*monolayer*subculture.*Also,*because*cells*are*growing*on*the*surface,*the*discs*





biological* tissues,* both* healthy* and* cancerous,* the* cells* approached* the*material* in* one* of*
three*definable* fashions:* they*either*populated*the*entire*depth*of* the*material,*despite* the*
small* pore* size,* migrated* partially* through* the* material,* or* grew* exclusively* on* top* of* the*





the* importance* of* the* cellular* environment* on* cell* behaviour,* a* representative* cell* type* of*
each* of* three* classes* were* grown* under* identical* conditions* on* both* the* large* pore*
Alvetex®Scaffold*material*and*the*small*pore*Alvetex®Strata*material.*Results*form*this*study*
supported* the* concepts* the* Nehrer* paper* [142]* illustrated* –* namely* that* porosity* has* an*
observable*and*quantifiable*consequence*on*cell*morphology*and*migration.**
*
The* overall* results* from* this* detailed* study* of* cell* growth* on* Strata®* indicated* that* this*
material*did*indeed*provide*a*more*effective*scaffold*for*the*retrieval*and*reOpassage*of*cells*
than*Alvetex®Scaffold.*The*next*step*of*the*project*involved*comparing*the*different*cell*lines*
in* order* to* determine* the* best* cellOline* for* optimising* a* cell* propagation*methodology.* Cell*
lines* from* either* of* the* latter* 2* classes* (partial* or* full* penetration* of* the* material)* were*




drug* testing* [144].* They’re* also* a* good* case* study* for* the* importance* of* cell* shape* on* cell*
function* since* they* exhibit* functional* polarity* that* is* vital* for* their* tissue* specific* function*
[145].*
*
The* first* stages* of* designing* this* methodology* involved* the* optimisation* of* the* growth* of*
HepG2* cells* on* the* Strata* material.* Once* parameters* such* as* the* length* of* time* between*
subculture* and* the* optimal* seeding* method* and* density* were* established,* a* cell* retrieval*
protocol*of*15Ominute*trypsin*incubation*with*mechanical*agitation*was*trialled.*This*protocol*
was*found*to*be*effective*in*releasing*a*sufficient*number*of*viable*cells*from*the*material*to*
allow* subculture* onto* a* fresh* scaffold.* This* process*was* repeated* over* several* generations,*
allowing*cells*to*be*maintained*in*3D*for*2*months.*The*initial*protocol*was*found*to*produce*
inconsistent*cell*yields*and*viabilities,*and*was*thus*optimised*further.*These*changes*included*
reducing* the* initial* seeding* density* to*manoeuvre* around* the* issue* of* overOconfluence.* The*
higher* the* initial* seeding* density,* the* thicker* the* cell* layer* above* the* scaffold.* This* causes*
issues*with*necrotic*cores*in*the*middle*of*the*cell*layer*due*to*the*increased*diffusion*path*for*
nutrients*from*the*media,*as*well*as*the*excretion*of*potentially*toxic*metabolites*[146].*Thus,*
the* concern* with* using* a* high* seeding* density* was* that* a* percentage* of* the* cells* being*
passaged* may* be* non* viable,* and* this* could* explain* the* inconsistent* cell* viabilities.* The*
optimised*protocol*led*to*a*more*consistent*dataset*over*the*2*month*passage*period,*making*
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in*3D.*Secondly,* cells*propagated* in*3D*show*a*consistently* lower*proliferative*capacity*over*
the* culture* period.* This* lower* proliferation* rate* is*more* physiological* [122].* Several* studies*
have* demonstrated* that* cells* grown* in* monolayers* show* artificially* increased* proliferation*
rates*when*compared*to*those*seen*in*native*tissue*[31,*147,*148].*The*finding*that*3D*cells*do*






































material,* these* cells* are* difficult* to* retrieve* in* sufficient* numbers* to* allow* for*













• HepG2* cells* can* be* easily* retrieved* from* Strata* membranes* using* conventional* cell*
scrapers* and* standard* enzymatic* disassociation* solutions.* These* cells* can* then* be*
seeded*onto*fresh*membranes*and*expanded*further*in*culture.**
*





































occur! in! liver! regeneration! as!well! as! in! angiogenesis,! inflammation,! embryogenesis,!wound!
repair! and! tumor! metastasis,! play! a! critical! role! in! cell! physiology.! Morphogenesis,! at! the!
cellular! level,! can! be! defined! as! giving! shape! to,! or! defining! the! architecture! of! a! cell.! The!
assembly! of! the! cytoskeleton,! including! the! actin! cytoskeleton,! is! the! determining! factor! in!
specifying!cellular!morphogenesis!and!conferring!shape!to!cells.!Specifically!in!hepatocytes,!the!
actin! cytoskeleton! is! important! in! regulating! cell! shape,! spreading,! and! migration! and! is! a!
crucial!determinant!of!hepatocyte!polarity!and!functions![149,150].!!
The!cytoskeleton!of!a! cell! is! composed!of! three!main!elements:! interfilaments,!microtubules!





for! the! formation! of! cellGcell! and! cellGECM! interactions,! including! adherens! junctions,! tight!
junctions!and!focal!adhesions![152,153].!One!key!paper![154]!looked!at!stress!fibres,!and!actin!






suspension,! indicating! an! intermediate! strength! of! cell–substratum! interaction.! The! 3D!
adhered! spheroids! exhibited! cortical! FGactin! distribution! similar! to! the! 3D! spheroids! in!
suspension!indicating!strong!cell–cell!interaction!characteristic!of!hepatocytes!in#vivo.!!
Stress!fibres!are!an!interesting!morphological!landmark!in!this!project!because!they!provide!a!
conceptual! link! between! cell! shape! and! cell! adhesion! in! a! matrix! through! the! idea! of! cell!
spreading.!Cell! adhesion!and!motility!depend! strongly!on! the! interactions!between!cells! and!
ECM! substrates.! When! plated! onto! artificial! adhesive! surfaces,! cells! first! flatten! and! then!
deform! as! they! spread. The! cytoskeletal! reGorganisation! of! the! cell! that! occurs! during! this!




growth! in!most! normal! cells! requires! cell! adhesion! and! stimulation! by! growth! factors! [155G
157].!!Proliferation!of!many!cells!has!been!shown!to!be!dependent!on!adhesion!and!spreading,!
requiring!specific!intracellular!signaling!events.!In!normal!liver!tissue,!hepatocytes!can!remain!
quiescent! for! lengthy! periods! of! time.! However,! after! tissue! disruption! of! cellGcell! contact!
during!cell! isolation,! the!G0/G1! transition! takes!place! [158]!This!mimics! the!entry! into!G1!of!
proliferating! hepatocytes,! in# vivo,! in! the! regenerating! liver! post! liver! injury.! Research! along!
these!lines!collectively!shows!that!modulating!a!cell’s!cytoskeleton!through!cell!spreading!has!
an! effect! on! complex! cell! behaviours.! Thus,! technologies! that! allow! researchers! to! directly!
manipulate! the! cytoskeleton,! such! as! microGpatterning,! have! contributed! to! our! current!
understanding!of!how!the!geometry!of!a!cell!can!influence!in#vitro!findings.!
Cell!microGpatterning!comprises!the!fabrication!and!use!of!a!culture!substrate!with!microscopic!
features! that! impose! a! defined! cell! adhesion! pattern.! It! is! a! highly! efficient! method! to!
investigate!the!sensitivity!and!response!of!a!cell!to!specific!microGenvironmental!cues.!MicroG
patterning!techniques!allow!researchers!to!position!cells!in!areas!of!the!growth!substratum!in#
vitro,! enabling! the! control! of! cell! shape! and! position! [159,160].! All! microGpatterning!
approaches! share! the! common! goal! of! controlling! spatial! architecture.! However! this! can! be!
accomplished! on! different! scales,! ranging! from! single! cell! patterns! to! tissue! level! patterns!
depending!on!the!technique!used!and!the!size!of!the!adhesive!regions!on!the!substrate.!MicroG
patterns! at! subcellular! to! single! cell! resolution! (approx.! 5G30μm)! limit! the! extent! to! which!
individual! cells! can! spread! on! the! substrate,! enabling! detailed! observation! of! the! effects! of!
geometrical!constraints!on!single!cell!morphology!and!behavior.!A!critical!requirement!here!is!
that!the!adhesive!areas!must!be!less!than!the!optimal!spreading!area!of!the!particular!cell.!By!
limiting! the!attachment! space!available! to! the! cell! to!below! its!optimal! spreading!area,! cells!
can!only!spread!by!remodeling!their!cytoskeleton!and!overall!shape!to!fill!that!of!the!patterned!
island.! This! approach! has! been! pivotal! in! demonstrating! the! importance! of! cell! shape! and!




major!adaptations! that! a! cell! undergoes!when!being!placed! in!3D! is! cytoskeletal! remodeling!
and! a! reduction! in! aberrant! cell! flattening! [169].! Ghibaudo! plated! fibroblasts! on! chemically!
! 101!
identical! substrates! composed!of!microGpatterned!pillars! [170].!When! the!dimensions!of! the!
pillars! (i.e.,! the! diameter,! length,! and! spacing)! were! manipulated,! cells! were! exposed! to!
alternating! flat! and! rough! surfaces! that!depend!on! the! spacing!between! the!pillars.! Cells!on!
microGpillar!substrates!exhibited!less!cell!spreading,!more!elongated!and!branched!cell!shapes,!
and!cells!with!fewer!actin!stress!fibers!compared!with!cells!on!flat!surfaces.!Furthermore,!this!
study! showed! different! mechanisms! of! cell! migration,! including! a! persistent! type! of! “3D!
migration”! that! depended! on! the! topographical! properties! of! the! environment.! They!
concluded! that! these!differences! could!be! attributed! to! a! spatial! reorganization!of! the! actin!
cytoskeleton!due!to!physical!constraints!placed!on!the!cell!by!the!microenvironment.!
Using!the!model! for!3D!propagation!developed! in!Chapter!3,!pools!of!2D!and!3D!maintained!




















will! adopt! a! rounder,! more! spherical! morphology! due! to! a! more! physiological! microG



































ImageJ! is! a! free! platform! that! can! be! used! for! image! analysis.! This! software! was! used! to!
analyse!the!phase!contrast!micrographs!of!cells!maintained!in!2D!and!3D!in!order!to!quantify!
changes! in! cell! shape! (see! Fig! 4.1).! All! cells! to! be! analysed!were! seeded! at! 50,000! cells! per!
coverslip! onto! PDLGcoated! glass! coverslips! in! triplicate,! left! to! adhere! for! 48! hours! in! an!
incubator!set!to!37°C!and!5%!CO2,!and!then!fixed!in!4%!PFA.!Images!were!then!in!the!taken!at!4!
compass! points! and! centrally! across! each! coverslip! using! a! Leica! DFC! 310FX! microscope! at!
various!timeGpoints! in!order!to!analyse!changes! in!cell!shape.! !A!grid!with!squares!measuring!
50µm2!was!placed!over!the!image,!and!each!square!designated!a!number.!A!random!number!
generator!was! used! to! pick! 5! cells! per! field! of! view,! ensuring! no! selection! bias.! These!were!
outlined! using! the! wand! tool! and! measured! for! various! cellular! parameters! using! plugins!
endogenous!to!the!program!(formulas!given!in!Figure!4.1B):!
!
1) Cell! Area:! this!was! quantified! in! order! to!measure! the! degree! of! cell! flattening.! The!





3) Feret’s!Diameter:! this! is! the!measure!of!a! cell’s! size!along!a! specific!direction.!When!
used!in!cell!biology,!this!figure!is!applied!to!projections!of!3D!objects!on!2D!planes.!!It!
is! often! used! to! analyse! the! size! of! cells! within! tissue! sections.! The! value! is! given!
arbitrary!units.!
4) Cell! Circularity:! this! is! a! number! given! to! denote! how! round! a! cell! is:! the! closer! the!
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The! schematic! shows! the! experimental! set2up! for! analysing! cell! shape! quantitatively!
using!ImageJ!software!(A).!The!determinants!of!morphology!were!cell!area,!perimeter,!
Feret’s! diameter! and! circularity.! The! formulae! for! calculating! these! dimensions! are!
endogenous!plug2ins!within! the!software!and!are!given!in!(B).! In!order! to!ensure!that!
there! was! no! selection! bias! in! the! cells! chosen! to! analyse,! a! grid! of! known!
measurement!was!placed!over!the!field!of!view,!and!each!full!square!was!designated!a!
sequential! number.! A! random! number! generator! was! used! to! chose! 5! squares! at!








Volocity®! is! a! commercially! available! software! platform! specifically! designed! for! 3D! image!
analysis!using!raw!data!generated!through!confocal!and!high!resolution!microscopy.! In!order!
to! use! this! software! to! calculate! volumes,! a!measurement! protocol! needs! to! be! created! in!
order!to!locate!significant!fluorescent!intensities!in!a!specific!channel.!This!is!used!to!threshold!
data! to! select! areas! of! interest,! i.e.! the! cell! in! question,! and! exclude! objects! outside! a! set!
criteria,! i.e.!background! fluorescence.!To!do! this,!a!Z! stack! file! is! imported! into! the! software!
and! sliced! into! individual! slices.! For! each! slice,! an! intensity! histogram! for! the! channel! of!
interest!is!opened,!and!the!gating!adjusted!so!that!only!intensities!above!a!certain!significance!
are! selected.! This! task!also!allows! the!exclusion!of!objects!below!a! size! threshold!which!will!
exclude!most!noise! is!biological! images.!Selected!objects!will!be!highlighted!on!the!slice,!and!
standard!morphological!measurements!will! be! displayed! below! the! image! in! a! table.! A! new!
measurement! item! is! then! created,!which! allows! all! the!measurements! from!all! slices! to! be!

























Having! designed! and! optimised! a! protocol! for! the! propagation! of! HepG2! cells! in! 3D! using!
Strata,! the! next! experimental! questions! involved! comparing! 2D! and! 3D! maintained! cells! in!
order!to!determine!whether!long!term!culture!in!3D!would!have!any!effect(s)!on!cell!shape!and!
function.!To!do!this,!two!populations!of!cells!were!created!from!a!common!pool!of!HepG2!cells!






cell! populations! were! passaged.! At! each! passage,! cells! were! sampled! out! from! both!
populations!for!further!analysis:!
!
1) 200,000! cells! from! each! suspension! were! plated! into! fresh! culture! plates! to!
observe!cell!shape!changes;!






One! vial! of! cells! from! each! passage! in! either! 2D! or! 3D! was! also! frozen! down! for!



































do$not$ grow$on$ top$of$ the$membrane,$ but$ rather$ occupy$ the$upper$ depths$ of$ the$material.$
With$ the$ exception$ of$ a$ few$ further$ migrating$ cells,$ the$ cells$ in$ general$ do$ not$ penetrate$




4.3B$ and$D$ respectively)$ is$ a$ change$ in$ cell$ density;$ though$ the$ cell$ layer$ above$ the$ surface$
does$not$get$ thicker,$ the$cells$appear$to$pack$together$more$closely,$ forming$a$much$denser$
layer.$By$passage$10,$the$vast$majority$of$cells$do$not$penetrate$the$material$at$all,$but$instead$
grow$ in$ thick$ ‘islands’$ across$ the$ surface$ of$ the$ material.$ At$ the$ tallest,$ these$ islands$ are$
between$5$and$10$cells$thick,$and$again$show$dense$packing$of$cells$together,$indicated$by$the$
darker$ staining.$ Finally,$ by$ passage$ 10,$ the$ end;point$ of$ the$ experiment,$ cells$ form$ a$more$
consistent$tissue;like$ formation$on$the$surface$of$Strata.$This$ formation$ is$between$5$and$10$
cells$ thick$ but$ the$ cells$ do$ not$ appear$ to$ pack$ together$ as$ closely,$ thus$making$ the$ overall$
structure$ thicker.$ These$ changes$ in$ penetration$ were$ analysed$ quantitatively$ using$ a$
penetration$ analysis,$ and$ as$ visualised$ in$ Figure$ 4.4,$ the$ biggest$ change$ in$ cell$ penetration$
across$ the$ 10$ passages$ was$ a$ gradual$ shift$ towards$ more$ cells$ growing$ on$ top$ of$ the$
membrane$and$fewer$cells$penetrating$the$material.$At$passage$0,$less$than$50%$of$cells$grow$
on$ top$of$ the$membrane$–$by$passage$6,$ the$balance$has$ shifted$ and$ just$ over$ 50%$of$ cells$
occupy$the$space$above$the$surface$of$the$material$–$by$passage$10,$this$percentage$increases$
to$ almost$ 90%.$ This$ change$ in$ penetrative$ behaviour$ during$ maintenance$ in$ 3D$ culture$
indicates$that$cells$are$actively$adapting$to$the$novel$microenvironment.$To$see$whether$these$
adaptations$are$a)$temporary$and$b)$specific$to$Strata,$cells$at$the$end;point$of$the$experiment$
were$ counted$ and$ 0.5$million$ cells$ from$ both$ the$ 2D$ and$ 3D$maintained$ populations$ were$
seeded$ onto$ Alvetex®Scaffold$ and$ grown$ for$ 48$ hours.$ At$ this$ point,$ scaffolds$ were$ fixed,$
embedded,$ sectioned,$ and$ stained$ with$ H&E$ to$ visualise$ cells.$ Figure$ 4.5$ shows$ a$












the!cell! layers.!At!passage!1! (A)!and!2! (B),!the!majority!of!cells!occupy!the! top!quarter!of! the!membrane.!At!mid!passages! (passages!4!and!6;!C!&!D!
respectively),!cells!begin!to!grow!on!top!of!the!membrane,!and!by!passage!8,!the!vast!majority!of!cells!do!not!penetrate!the!material!at!all!(E).!At!the!




























together$ in$ a$ long$ think$ layer$ across$ the$entire$diameter$of$ the$disc.$ They$do$not$penetrate$
further$ than$ the$ upper$ third$ of$ the$ scaffold,$ but$ grow$ consistently$ across$ the$ entire$ length$
(Figure$ 4.5A).$ Contrastingly,$ cells$ maintained$ in$ 3D$ show$ small,$ rounded$ shapes$ and$ rather$
than$ growing$ in$ thin$ layers,$ they$ clump$ together$ in$ ‘islands’$ that$ resemble$ those$ that$were$
observed$ at$ midGlate$ passages$ in$ Strata.$ These$ islands$ grow$ randomly$ both$ across$ the$ disc$
diameter$and$also$throughout$the$entire$depth$of$the$scaffold,$occupying$mid$regions$mostly.$
It$ is$possibly$due$ to$ their$ smaller$ size$ that$ they$can$penetrate$ the$ full$depth$of$ the$ scaffold.$





Previous$ research$has$ indicated$ that$ cell$ size$may$have$an$ inversely$proportional$ correlation$
with$ migration$ speed$ [171].$ In$ a$ similar$ way,$ cell$ shape$ is$ an$ important$ variable$ when$
considering$ the$migratory$ behaviour$ of$ a$ cell$ through$ its$matrix.$ In$ response$ to$ the$ loss$ or$
grain$ of$ several$ key$ intracellular$ and$ molecular$ determinants,$ drastic$ adaptation$ reactions,$
such$as$ to$a$change$ in$microenvironment,$can$modify$a$cell’s$ shape$and$thus$cause$a$switch$






onto$Alvetex®Scaffold$ in$ order$ to$ examine$ changes$ in$ penetration.$ Cells$ grown$ in$ 2D$ (A)$
show$minimal$penetration,$with$cells$growing$in$long,$thin$layers$across$the$entire$diameter$



























Amoeboid( migration( refers( to( the( movement( of( round( or( ellipsoidal( cells( that( lack( mature(
adhesions(and(stress(fibers.(Mesenchymal(migration(is(seen(in(elongated(cells(that(display(high(
levels(of(attachment,( cytoskeletal( contractility,(and( fibroblastic(morphologies( [7].( In(order( to(
further(investigate(the(observations(of(Figure(4.4,(and(tie(together(cell(shape(and(penetration,(
a(relative(morphology(index(was(used(to(quantify(the(degree(to(which(cells(maintained(in(2D(
and( 3D( showed( mesenchymal( or( amoeboidGlike( migration.( The( relative( morphology( index(
(RMI)( value( is( derived( from( the( ratio( between( a( cell’s( circularity( and( Feret’s( Diameter.( For(
instance( if( a( cell(has(a( circularity( value(of(0.92(and(a(Feret’s(Diameter(of(1.8,( the(RMI(value(
would(be(1.95.(A(higher(RMI(value( indicates( that(a(cell( tends( to(migrate(using(mesenchymal(
migration,( and( a( lower( value( indicated( a( preference( for( amoeboidGlike( migration.( The( RMI(
values( for(2D(and(3D(maintained(cells(were(calculated(and(graphed( in(order( to(see(whether(
long(term(3D(maintenance(had(an(effect(on(migratory(profiles(–(this(is(visualised(in(Figure(4.6.(
As(the(graph(shows,(2D(cells(are(consistently(more(mesenchymal(and(3D(cells(are(consistently(
more( amoeboid.( There( does( not( appear( to( be( an( amplification( of( this( difference( the( longer(
cells(are(maintained(in(3D(though.((
(
Migratory( mode( can( also( have( an( impact( on( how( cells( spread( and( organise( across( a( flat(






difference( in( cell( spreading( and( proliferation( between( 2D( and( 3D( cells( even( passage( 3,( but(
these(changes(are( lost(by(day(2,(as(3D(cells(at(p3(start( to(resemble(the(2D(cells.(This(can(be(
seen( by( a( general( decrease( in( the( abundance( of( single( cell( colonies,( and( a( concomitant(
increase( in( midGsize( and( largeGsize( colonies.( This( is( probably( because( the( changes( brought(




the(spreading(of(cells(across( the( four(days(between(2D(cells(and(p6(3D(cells,( there( is(a(clear(
and(maintained(difference.(The(main(difference(is(that(the(3D(cells(exist(in(single(cell(and(mid(















In! other!words,! the! cells! that! are!maintained! in! 3D! prefer! to! organise! into! small! clumps! or!
islands!rather!than!large!thin!layers!–!this!exactly!parallels!the!behaviour!seen!on!both!Strata!







The!next! experimental! step! involved! a! closer! examination!of! individual! cellular!morphology.!
For! the! next! set! of! experiments,! it! was! vital! to! obtain! single! cells! for! imaging! purposes.!
Therefore,! to!establish! the!optimal!conditions! for! this,!a! titration!experiment!was!conducted!
whereby!cells!were!seeded!at!three!different!concentrations!and!left!to!adhere!and!flatten.!It!
was! also! important! to! establish! the! minimum! amount! of! time! cells! required! to! adhere! to!
ensure! that! the! cellular! morphologies! were! captured! before! any! aberrant! flattening.! The!
results!from!this!can!be!seen!in!Figure!4.8.!As!is!clearly!demonstrated,!cells!begin!to!adhere!to!











3D! growth! environment! could! be! maintained! after! plating! in! 2D.! Though! there! is! a!
difference! in! cell! shape,! organisation,! and!proliferation!between!2D! and!3D! samples! at!
early! passage,! this! difference! is! lost! by! 2! days! as! the! cells! adapt! to! the! 2D! growth!
substrate.! This! can! be! shown! by! a! general! decrease! in! single! cell! colonies! (red!
arrowheads),!and!an!increase!in!mid>size!(yellow)!and!large!(green)!colonies.!However,!as!
the!cells!are!passaged!for!longer!in!3D,!this!difference!in!maintained!for!longer.!This!can!
be! indicated!by! the!maintenance!of!more!single!cell! and!mid>size! colonies! over! 4!days,!




in# 2D# and# 3D,# cells# from# a# mid;passage# (p6)# were# plated# onto# PDL# coated# coverslips# and#




use# leads# to#denser# labelling# and# therefore#more#detailed# images# can#be# acquired# at# higher#










































using! Structured! Illumination!Microscopy! (SIM).! Cells!grown! in!2D! flatten! to!a!greater!extent! than!3D!maintained! cells,! as! shown!by! a! shorter!cell!






their$3D$counterparts,$with$a$36%$ larger$spread$ in$ the$X$and$Y$dimensions$on$average.$They$
also$ demonstrate$ a$ more$ extensive$ network$ of$ stress$ fibres,$ as$ well$ as$ discernibly$ more$
lamellipodia$ and$ filopodia.$ Contrastingly,$ 3D$ maintained$ cells$ show$ a$ less$ complex$ actin$
organisation.$In$terms$of$the$Z$dimension,$cells$maintained$in$2D$are,$on$average,$45%$flatter.$
There$ is$ also$ a$difference$ in$ the$ cytoskeletal$ organisation$ in$ the$ Z$dimension,$with$ the$actin$




Differences$ in$ cell$ morphology$ brought$ about$ by$ 3D$ propagation$ can$ be$ quantified$ using$
ImageJ$software.$In$order$to$carry$out$a$thorough$investigation$into$morphological$differences$
between$the$two$cell$populations,$cells$maintained$in$2D$and$3D$were$sampled$out$at$several$
passage$ points$ and$ plated$ in$ triplicate$ at$ 50,000$ cells$ per$ coverslip.$ They$ were$ allowed$ to$
adhere$for$2$hours$to$enable$adhesion$but$prevent$flattening,$and$then$imaged.$For$statistical$
validity,$ images$were$taken$at$5$different$ fields$of$view$per$coverslip$at$20x$magnification.$A$
50µm2$ grid$ overlay$ was$ placed$ on$ top$ of$ each$ image$ and$ each$ square$ was$ designated$ a$
number.$Using$a$ random$number$generator$ to$ensure$no$selection$bias,$5$cells$were$chosen$





physiological$ than$ the$ fibroblastic$ and$ irregular$ cell$ shapes$ seen$ in$ 2D$ culture.$ Figure$ 4.11A$
shows$representative$examples$of$cells$from$both$populations$across$the$experimental$period.$
The$cell$outlines$show$that$cells$ in$2D$consistently$ flatten$to$ irregular$and$elongated$shapes,$
and$that$this$ is$ independent$of$propagation.$The$cells$also$appear$to$adopt$ larger$areas$than$
the$3D$cells$which$is$indicative$of$aberrant$and$extensive$cell$flattening.$$Cells$in$3D$though$are$






































in! 3D! are! constantly! smaller! and! rounder! than! those! in! 2D.! 2D! cells! appear! to! flatten! into! irregular! shapes! –! a! behaviour! that! is! not! changed!with!
continuous!propagation,!whereas!cells!in!3D!appear!to!maintain!a!more!circular!form!that!is!resistant!to!flattening.!Though!this!difference!can!be!seen!as!
early! as! Passage! 1,! the! differences! become! amplified! the! longer! cells! are! maintained! in! 3D! conditions.! These! differences! can! be! quantified! using!





!The! results! from! this! quantification! (Figure! 4.11C)! show! that! though! 3D! circularity! is!
constantly! higher! than! 2D! circularity,! this! change! becomes! greater! throughout! the!






technique! in! which! a! grid! pattern! is! created! through! interference! of! diffraction! orders! and!
superimposed!onto!the!specimen!during! image!capture.!The!grid! is! rotated!60°!between!the!
capture!of!each!image,!and!the!5!subsets!are!processed!with!a!specialised!algorithm!in!order!
to! generate! a! reconstructed! image! with! a! lateral! resolution! approximately! twice! that! of!
diffractionDlimited!technique!such!as!laser!scanning!confocal!microscopy![173].!This!increased!





coverslip,! and! imaged! using! SIM.! From! these! high! resolution! images,! cell! outlines! were!
obtained,! and! these! were! uploaded! into! ImageJ! in! order! to! calculate! cell! area! and! cell!
circularity.!Cell!height!was!calculated!on!ImageJ!using!Z!stack!compositions!put!together!using!
software! from! the! SIM.! This! data! is! shown! in! Figure! 4.12,! cells! at! passage! 2! show! clear!
differences! in! cytoskeletal! organisation.! From! the! representative! image! in! Figure! 4.12A,! and!
the! outlines! in! Figure! 4.12B,! it! is! clear! that! 3D! maintained! cells! are! rounder! whereas! 2D!
maintained!cells!are!elongated.!This!difference!is!shown!in!the!circularity!data!in!Figure!4.12E.!
The!cells! in!3D!show! less! flattening,!which!can!be!seen! in! the! lower!cell!area!and!higher!cell!
height.! By! passage! 4,! these! differences! become! amplified! (Figure! 4.13).! The! 3D!maintained!
cells! show! a! regular! circular!morphology,! and! a! lower! area! and! higher! height! –! these! three!
parameters! when! taken! together! suggest! a! spherical! morphology.! 2D! maintained! cells!
continue!to!show!flattened!and!irregular!shapes,!as!well!as!a!significantly!shorter!height.!The!
story! remains!similar! for!cells! sampled!out!at!passage!6,!but! the!differences!do!not! increase!










































































microfilaments,$ tubulin$ microtubules,$ and$ intermediate$ filaments.$ Actin$ microfilaments$ are$
the$ thinnest$ filaments$ of$ the$ cytoskeleton,$ and$ as$ such$ are$ highly$ versatile,$ functioning$ in,$
among$ other$ things,$ amoeboid$ movement$ and$ changes$ in$ cell$ shape.$ Stress$ fibres$ are$
contractile$ actin$ bundles$ found$primarily$ in$ non=muscle$ cells$ that$ play$ a$ vital$ role$ in$ cellular$
tension$and$contractility,$and$provide$the$tensile$force$for$a$number$of$key$functions$such$as$
adhesion,$migration$and$morphogenesis$[174],$making$them$a$key$cellular$element$to$explore$
in$ this$ project.$ There$ are$ types$ of$ stress$ fibre$ in$ the$migrating$ (or$ spreading)$ cell$ –$ ventral$











Ventral$ stress$ fibres$ are$ associated$with$ focal$ adhesions$ (FAs)$ on$ both$ ends$ and$ run$ in$ the$
opposite$ direction$ to$ the$ leading$ edge$ –$ they$ function$mainly$ to$maintain$ adhesions$ to$ the$
growth$ substrate$ or$ extracellular$ matrix$ [176].$ Dorsal$ stress$ fibres$ run$ towards$ the$ leading$




classified$ by$ their$ intracellular$ location$ and$ interaction$ with$ focal$ adhesion$ sites.$ Dorsal$
stress$fibres$(DSF)$are$capped$by$adhesions$at$one$end$and$run$towards$the$leading$edge$of$
the$ cell.$ Ventral$ stress$ fibres$ (VSF)$ are$ capped$ at$ both$ ends$ by$ adhesions$ and$ run$ in$
opposite$ directions$ to$ the$ leading$ edge.$ Transverse$ arcs$ (TA)$ are$ not$ associated$ with$

















Phalloidin$ and$ imaged$ using$ SIM$ allowing$ individual$ stress$ fibres$ to$ be$ traced$ using$ ImageJ.$
Stress$ fibres$ were$ classified$ as$ VSFs,$ DSFs$ or$ TAs$ using$ intracellular$ location.$ This$ was$
confirmed$with$dual$ staining$using$Vinculin,$which$ is$a$ focal$adhesion$marker.$Fibres$capped$
with$Vinculin$at$both$ends$were$classed$as$VSFs,$those$with$Vinculin$at$one$end$were$classed$
as$DSFs$and$those$with$no$associated$Vinculin$staining$were$classed$as$TAs.$Given$that$this$is$
an$ indirect$method$of$ identifying$and$classifying$stress$ fibres,$given$ the$ immense$number$of$
overlapping$stress$fibres$per$cell,$and$due$to$the$resolution$limitations$of$current$microscopy,$






labelled$ cells,$ it$ is$ clear$ that$ 3D$ cells$ show$ a$ different$ stress$ fibre$ organisation$ to$ 2D$
counterparts:$ there$appear$to$be$more$TA$fibres$running$across$the$entirety$of$the$cell,$with$
relatively$ fewer$ VSFs$ and$ DSFs.$ This$ was$ confirmed$ quantitatively.$ There$ also$ appear$ to$ be$































































inherent' flexibility,' cells' that'were'maintained' in' 2D' and' 3D'were' allowed' to' flatten' over' a'
longer'period'of'time'in'order'to'see'how'the'adapted'cytoskeleton'of'a'3D'primed'cell'would'
reorganise'when'placed'on'a' flat'growth'substrate.'Cells'were'seeded'as'before'and'stained'
with' Phalloidin' and' Hoechst' 33342.' Representative' cells' from' both' 2D' and' 3D' maintained'
populations'are'shown'at'4,'6'and'8'hours'post'plating' in'Figure'4.18.' Looking'at' the'cells'4'
hours'after'plating,'the'3D'cells'are'significantly'rounder,'whereas'the'2D'cells'show'signs'of'a'
flattened'morphology' (Figure'4.18a'and'd' respectively).'The'cells' in'2D'show'extensive'actin'
networks,' whereas' the' 3D' cells' show' fewer' distinct' stress' fibres,' indicating' cytoskeletal'





hours,' the' 2D' cells' have' completely' spread' into' a' fibroblastic' shape,' which' is' a' completely'
artificial'shape'for'a'hepatocytic'cell.' In'contrast,'the'3D'cells'remains'rounded,'though'there'




several' timeNpoints,' fixed' and' imaged' to' allow' for' quantification' of' cell' area,' height' and'







the' cytoskeleton' in' previous' experiments' is' hardNwired' into' the' cellular'machinery,' thereby'
allowing'cells'to'be'primed'to'a'3D'microenvironment.'This'conclusion'is'supported'in'Figure'






















































Despite'being'one'of' the'most' important'organelles' in'mammalian' cells,' surprisingly' little' is'
known'about' the' formation'of' the'nucleus,' and' in'particular'what'determines' its' shape'and'
size' [8].' The' nucleus' is' usually' round' or' oval,' and' changes' in' nuclear' shape' have' been'
implicated'in'aging'and'disease'[9].'Also,'in'specialised'cells'such'as'hepatocytes,'nuclear'shape'
is' vital' for' proper' cell' function.' There' is' previous' research' that' shows' that' changes' in' cell'
morphology' can'have'knockBon'effects'on'nuclear'morphology' [180].'Having'built'up'a' solid'
body'of'work' indicating'drastic' changes' in' cell' shape'brought' about'by'3D'propagation,' the'
hypothesis'was'that'these'changes'would'correlate'with'changes'in'nuclear'shape.'
'
Cells' maintained' in' 2D' and' 3D' for' 5' passages' were' sampled' out' and' seeded' onto' glass'
coverslips'at'50,000'per'coverslip.'The'cells'were'stained'with'Hoechst'33342'to'highlight'the'
nuclei,' and' imaged' though' SIM' in' order' to' generate' high' resolution' images.' Representative'
examples'of'these'are'shown'in'Figure'4.22.'As'the'larger'images'on'the'left'show,'the'nuclei'in'
3D' cells' are' taller' and' rounder.' They' are' also' more' regularly' shaped' across' the' smaller'
examples' given'on' the' left.' The'nuclei' in'3D' cells,' by' contrast,' flatten' into'discs' rather' than'
maintaining'height'in'the'Z'dimension.'They'are'also'more'irregularly'shaped.''
'
Using' the' same'parameters'as'with'whole'cells'earlier' these'changes' in'nuclear'morphology'
were'quantified'in'Figure'4.23.'The'parameters'measured'were'cell'area,'height'and'circularity'
(Figures' 4.23ABC).' As' expected' from' the' images' in' Figure' 4.21,' the' nuclei' in' 3D'maintained'
cells'appear'to'flatten'out'less,'as'shown'by'a'reduced'area'and'an'increased'height.'They'are'
also' rounder,' as' indicated' by' a' statistically' increased' circularity' figure.' Another' important'
factor'to'consider'though'is'nuclear'size.'The'changes'seen'in'nuclear'shape'were'not'reflected'
in' changes' to' cell' volume,'which'was' calculated'using' Z' stack' images' and'Volocity' software'
(Figure' 4.23D).' This' shows' that' cells' that' are' propagated' in' 3D' actively' adapt' to' their'
microenvironment'though'a'flexible'nucleoskeleton.'As'with'the'cytoskeleton,'these'changes'





















Having'demonstrated'that'propagating'cells' in'3D'for' longer'culture'periods'has' far'reaching'
effects'on'cell' shape'and'cytoskeletal' integrity,' it'was' important' to'show'that' these'changes'
bring' 3D'maintained' cells' closer' to' the' in# vivo# state.' In' order' to' answer' this' question,' pre?
sectioned'slides'of'primary'human'liver'were'obtained'from'a'commercial'source'and'stained'
with' H&E' in' order' to' visualise' cells' (Figure' 4.24A).' These' slides' were' looked' at' under' high'
magnification'using'oil'immersion'in'order'to'outline'individual'cells,'as'shown'in'Figure'4.24B.'
These' images' were' uploaded' into' ImageJ' and' outlined' in' a' similar' way' to' 2D' and' 3D'
maintained'cells'in'previous'experiments.'These'outlines'were'then'used'to'quantify'cell'area'
and' circularity,' and' the' values' plotted' against' already' established' values' for' 2D' and' 3D'
maintained'cells' (Figures'4.24C'and'D).'Area'and'circularity'measurements'show'that' the'3D'
cells' show' values' much' closer' to' physiological' hepatocytes,' whereas' the' 2D' cells' are'





























This% chapter%was%primarily% concerned%with% the%comparison%of%2D%and%3D%maintained%cells% in%






mentioning% at% this% point% that% cells% in% 3D% have% been% shown% in% previous% experiments% to%
proliferate% slower,% and% this% could% have% impacted% on% these% experiments.% However,% on% the%
whole,% putting% aside% the%number%of% cells% in% the% field%of% view,% the%organisation%of% these% cells%
with% regards% to% their%neighbours%does%appear% to%differ%both%between% cells%maintained% in%2D%
and%3D%and%between%cells%maintained%for%shorter%and%longer%times%in%3D.%With%3D%propagation,%
cells% form% smaller% colonies,% and% retain% this% organisation% for% up% to% 4% days% post% plating% on% 2D%
substrates.% This% is% in% direct% comparison% to% 2D% cells,%which,% over% the% same% time%period,% form%
much% larger% colonies% that% connect% to% create% a% confluent% monolayer% across% the% planar%
substrate.% This% is%mirrored% by% similar% differences%when% these% two% cell% populations% are,% once%
again,%taken%out%of%their%respective%growth%systems,%and%this%time%seeded%onto%3D%scaffolds.%In%
this% case,% cells%propagated% for% short%periods%of% time% in%3D% form%thin% long%and%consistent%cell%
layers%along% the% top%of% the%membrane,%whereas%cells%propagated% in%3D% for% longer%periods%of%
time%form%small%multiFdimensional%‘clumps’%or%colonies%that%spread%out%across%and%throughout%
the%matrix.% In% both% cases,% cells% propagated% in% 3D% formed% small% spheroidFlike% structures% that%
spread,% in% contrast% to%2D%propagated%cells% that% form% larger,% and% flatter% sheetFlike% structures.%
Presumably,%the%mechanistic%explanation%for%this%is%similar%to%that%exploited%for%the%formation%




As%well% as% changes% in% how% the% cells% interact%with% each% other,% these% experiments% revealed% a%
clear% change% in% cell% shape,%with%3D%propagated% cells% constantly% appearing% rounder.% This%was%
confirmed% by% using% high% magnification% images% of% single% cells% to% calculate% various% cell%
descriptors.% Cells% propagated% in% 3D% were,% on% average,% more% circular% and% less% flattened,% as%
measured% by% cell% area% over% time.% Cell% shape% has% been% shown% to% impact% on% how% cells% selfF
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organise%on%growth%substrates,%as%well%as%how%cells%migrate%through%a%matrix,%and%in%this%way%
the% findings% from%cell%organisation,%penetration% through%scaffold,%and%cell% shape%analysis% can%
be% tied% together% to% give% a% comprehensive% view% of% how% cells% adapt% their% cytoskeleton% to% a%
changing%microenvironment.%%
%
The% shape% of% adherent% cells% is% known% to% have% a% profound% effect% on% a% number% of% important%
properties%including%cytoskeletal%structure,%growth,%and%differentiation%[182].%In%particular,%cell%
shape%plays%a%vital% role% in% regulating% the% relationship%among%cell%adhesion% (both%cellFcell%and%
cellFmatrix)% and% contractile% force.% Recent% studies% have% shown% that% cell% shape% regulates% the%
cytoskeleton% and% subsequently% cell% stiffness% [183].% For% example,% extensive% actin% stress% fibers%
have% been% seen% in% cells% with% large% spreading% area,% whereas% only% diffuse% cortical% actin% was%
observed% with% a% small% spreading% area,% suggesting% that% actin% stress% fiber% formation% can% be%
affected%by%cell% shape%[183].%The%cell–matrix% interaction%and%the%rigidity%of% the%substrate%can%
also% regulate% cell% shape.% For% adherent% cell% types,% cell% shape% is% largely% determined% by% the%
adhesion%between%cell% cytoskeleton%and% the%ECM% [184].% Therefore,% the%dynamic% interactions%
among% cell% shape,% cell% adhesion% and% the% associated% cell% contractile% force,% as% well% as% the%
substrate% stiffness,% are% closely% interrelated.% It% has% been% posited% that% changes% in% cell% shape%
bought% about% by% biomechanical% cues% from% the%matrix% may% be% transduced% into% a% regulatory%
signal%by%several%structures%at%the%interior%cell%membrane,%including%focal%adhesion%complexes%






Cell%morphology% is% particularly% important% in% culturing% hepatocytes% due% to% the% importance% of%
correct%cell%geometry% in%maintained%functional%polarization.%To%study%the%role%of%cell%shape%in%
control% of% hepatocyte% function,% Saramoto% developed% a% system% to% control% the% spreading% of%
cultured% rat% hepatocytes% using% poly[2Fhydroxyethyl% methacrylate]% [186].% When% hepatocytes%
were% cultured% in% a% dish% coated%with% high% concentration% of% this% solution,% formation% of% stress%
fibers% was% suppressed% and% cells% maintained% a% spherical% shape.% In% these% cells,% the% ability% to%
metabolise% Dexamethasone% remained% high% for% longer% periods% of% time,% as% compared% to%
hepatocytes%that%were%allowed%to%spread%following%culture% in%a%control%uncoated%polystyrene%




is% a% possibility% that% it% is% the% kinetics% of% FFactin% polymerisation% rather% than% cell% shape% that%
regulates%cellular%function%in%primary%cultured%hepatocytes.%However,%since%these%dynamics%are%
irrevocably% linked% to%changes% in% cell%morphology,% it% could%be%argued% that% this% is%a%distinction%
without%significance.%
%
As% well% as% exploring% changes% in% cell% morphology,% cytoskeletal% organisation,% and% cell%
organisation%bought% about% by% 3D%propagation,% cells% from%2D%and%3D%maintained%pools%were%
also% compared% for% changes% in%nuclear% shape%and% size.% Cells%maintained% in%2D% showed% flatter%
nuclei% that% sat% on% top% of% a% flattened% cytoskeleton% that% was% fully% adhered% to% the% planar%
substrate.% However% cells% maintained% in% 3D% showed% taller,% and% more% circular% nuclei,% as%
quantified%using%ImageJ%software.%In%these%cells,%the%nuclei%remained%roughly%spherical,%and%the%
cytoskeleton%wrapped% itself% tightly% around%on%all% sides% like%a% cage.% This% finding%was% taken% to%
show%that%culturing%cells%in%3D%allowed%the%nucleus%to%adopt%a%more%rounded%form,%which%is%the%




which%are% found%at% the%nuclear% lamin% can%affect% the%mechanical%properties%of% the% cytoplasm%







nucleus;% this% could%be%beneficial% for% cells% that%need% to% squeeze% through% tight% spaces% such%as%
migrating% cancer% cells,% but% harmful% to% more% fragile% cells% that% are% placed% under% extreme%
mechanical% stress.% The% second% hypothesis% proposes% that% changes% in% nuclear% shape% result% in%
chromatin%reorganization%and%thereby%affect%gene%expression.%In%this%way,%it%is%posited%that%the%
nucleus% itself% acts% as% a% cellular% mechanosensor,% with% changes% in% nuclear% shape% causing%
conformational% changes% in% chromatin% structure% and% organization% and% directly% affecting%
transcriptional% regulation.% Studies% focusing% on% nuclear% shape% and% structure% have% revealed%
strong% correlations% between% nuclear% shape% change% and% changes% in% cellular% phenotype.% By%
controlling% the% cellular% environment% with% microfabricated% patterning,% Thomas% showed% that%
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collagen% synthesis% correlated%more% strongly% with% nuclear% shape% than% with% cell% shape.% [190].%
Studies% looking% at%mammary% epithelial% cell% morphogenesis% have% demonstrated% that% altering%
nuclear% organization% can% modulate% the% cellular% and% tissue% phenotype% [191].% Additionally,%
mechanical% compression% studies% have%been%used% to%manipulate% nuclear% shape%directly.% They%




3D%morphology%and%phenotype,%and% indicates%that%there% is%potential% for%this%methodology%to%












• Cells% propagated% in% 3D% show% different% cellFcell% organisation% both% across% a% 2D% planar%
substrate%and%throughout%a%3D%porous%matrix%when%compared%to%2D%controls.%Namely,%




• 3D%maintained%cells%are%quantifiably%more%circular%and% regularly% shaped,%whereas%2D%
maintained%cells%form%flat%irregular%fibroblastic%shapes.%2D%cells%show%larger%cell%areas,%

































drugs,% making% them% crucial% in% the% early% stages% of% in(vitro% drug% discovery% [193].% Hepatic%
metabolism%occurs%in%two%phases:%phase%I%and%phase%II.%Phase%I%metabolism%is%mediated%by%the%
cytochrome% P450% enzyme% superfamily% which% are% found% in% the% endoplasmic% reticulum% of%
hepatocytes% [194].% This% family% has% dozens% of% members,% however% most% common% drugs% are%
metabolised%by%the%CYP1,%CYP2%and%CYP3%families,%with%CYP3A4%being%involved%in%almost%50%%
of% all% drug% metabolism% [195].% CYP% enzymes% most% commonly% act% to% hydroxylate% the% drug%
molecule% in% order% to% increase% its% polarity% [196].% Phase% II% metabolism% then% usually% involves%
conjugating%the%drug% in%order%to%render%the%molecule%more%polar%and%waterFsoluble,%so%as%to%
facilitate% renal% elimination.% The%most% common%Phase% II% reaction% is% glucuronidation,% in%which%
glucuronic% acid% is% added% to% a% functional% group% on% the% drug% molecule.% Other% conjugation%
mechanisms%include%the%addition%of%sulphate%groups,%acetyl%groups%and%glutathione%groups.%%
The% precise% mechanism% by% which% a% drug% molecule% is% metabolised% is% characterised% early% on%





Although% 2D% cell% culture% has% proven% to% be% a% valuable% method% for% cellFbased% studies,% its%




misleading% and% nonFpredictive% data% for% in# vivo% responses% [20,22,197].% Currently,% in% drug%
discovery,%the%standard%pipeline%runs%from%the%screening%of%potentially%therapeutic%compounds%
with% 2D% cell% cultureFbased% tests,% followed% by% animal%model% tests,% and% finally% human% clinical%
trials.% There% is% a% high% attrition% rate,% with% only% 10%% of% compounds% progressing% successfully%




the% cellular% response% to% the% tested% drug% is% altered% due% to% an% unnatural% cellular%
microenvironment.%To%lower%the%cost%drug%development,%the%cessation%of%work%with%ineffective%
or% toxic%compounds%should%happen%as%early% in% the%pipeline%as%possible,% ideally%before%animal%
tests.% Therefore,% it% is% imperative% to% develop% in# vitro% cellFbased% systems% that% can% more%
realistically%mimic% the% in# vivo% cell% behaviors% and% provide%more% predictable% results% to% in# vivo%
tests.% Recently,% a% growing% body% of% evidence% has% suggested% that% 3D% cell% culture% systems,% in%
contrast% to% the% 2D% culture% system,%more% accurately% represent% the% native%microenvironment%








cultured% in% 3D% on% a% biological% or% synthetic% scaffold% material% are% free% to% maintain% a%
normal%morphology.%Gurski%et#al.%attributed%this%%
morphological% spread% for% the% differences% in% response% to% drug% between% 2D% and% 3D%
cultures%[198].%%
%




these% receptors,% as% well% as% potentially% modulating% their% expression% levels% at% the%
transcriptional% stage,% the% binding% efficiency% of% a% drug% to% these% receptors% may% be%





Cells% growing% in% 2D% monolayer% are% under% stress% and% therefore% some% genes% and%











sometimes% required% for% some% drugs% to% be% effective% [200].% Examples% of% drugs% that%








located.% Diffusion% of% molecules% and% waste% metabolites% also% has% causes% variable% pH%
levels.% Researchers% have% found% that% regions% of% hypoxia% may% exist% due% to% lack% of% a%
transport%system%to%remove%waste%from%the%center%of%spheroids%[201].%Swietach%et#al.%
highlighted% the% importance%of% intracellular%pH%on%determining% the%efficacy%of%weakly%




These%differences% indicate% that%3D%models%of%drug% responses%will%differ% significantly% from%2D%
models.% Indeed,% research% has% largely% borne% this% out% [198,203,204],% as% reviewed% in% Section%
1.1.2.3.% Given% that% 3D% models% have% consistently% yielded% differing% drug% sensitivities% when%










The% aim% of% this% Chapter% is% to% compare% the% metabolic% profile% of% 2D% and% 3D% maintained% cell%
populations%both%as%single%cell% suspensions%and%as%aggregates,%as%an%example%of%a%secondary%
3D%model.%The%purpose%of% this% is% to%observe%whether%any%changes%seen% in%cell%behaviour%are%
specific% to%Alvetex®Strata%or% the%geometry%of%a%3D%microenvironment.%A% secondary%aim% is% to%
investigate%whether% changes% in%metabolism% lead% to% functional%enhancement%of% immortalised%










3.% Expose% 2D% and% 3D%maintained% cells% to% several% pharmacological% agents% in% order% to%
test%for%changes%in%resistance%to%xenobioticFinduced%cytotoxicity.%

































Cell% number% was% quantified% using% a% commercial% kit% (Life% Technologies,% P7589).% Cell% samples%
were%lysed%using%a%standard%lysis%buffer,%and%both%lysates%and%scaffold%discs%(in%the%case%of%3D%
samples)% were% transferred% to% eppendorf% tubes% and% homogenised% using% a% 21G% needle.%
Standards% of% known% cell% number% were% used% to% create% a% standard% curve% using% instructions%
supplied%in%the%kit.%Briefly,%1ml%of%sample%lysate%was%mixed%with%1ml%of%working%solution%of%the%















Secreted% albumin% in% culture% media% was% quantified% using% a% commercial% enzymeFlinked%
immunosorbant% assay% (ELISA)% plate% (AssayPro,% EA3201F1),% following% instructions% provided% in%
the%kit.%Firstly,%a%standard%curve%was%created%by%serially%diluting%a%standard%provided%in%the%kit.%
Briefly,%50µl%of%either%standard%or%sample%was%added%to%the%individual%wells%of%the%plate,%which%
was% then% sealed% using% sealing% tape,% and% incubated% at% room% temperature% for% an% hour.% The%
plates%were%washed%using%buffer%in%the%kit,%and%then%50µl%of%biotinylated%antibody%was%added%
per%well%and% the%plate%was% incubated%as%before% for%30%minutes.%The%plate%was%washed%again%








Systems,% DIURF500),% following% instructions% provided% in% the% kit.% Briefly,% 5μl% of% either% water%
(blank),%standard%(provided%in%kit),%or%sample%media%were%added%to%the%individual%wells%of%a%96%







isolate%RNA% (Qiagen%RNeasy®%Mini%Kit,%74106),%and% the%quality%and%quantity%of% this%RNA%was%
checked%using%a%Nanodrop%Spectrophotometer%(NanoDrop%NDF1000).%RNA%was%converted%into%
cDNA%using%a%commercial%cDNA%reverse%transcription%kit%(Applied%Biosystems,%4368814)%and%a%
thermal% cycler% (Biometra),% and% cDNA% samples%were% stored% at% F20°C% prior% to% RTFPCR.% RTFPCR%
analysis%was% carried% out% using% the% TaqMan®%Gene% Expression% assays% (Table% 5.1),% and% assays%
were%normalised%against%the%housekeeping%gene%GAPDH.%Experiments%were%carried%out%using%










































differently% when% placed% into% a% 2D% environment,% and% thus% one% would% hypothesise% that% they%
would%also%behave%differently%when%placed%into%a%secondary%3D%model%system.%In%order%to%test%
this%hypothesis,%cells%were%sampled%out%at%different%passage%points%and%allowed%to%aggregate%in%
order% to% form%spheroids.%As%discussed% in%Section%1.1.3.1,% spheroids%are%microFscale,% spherical%
cell% clusters% that% form%by% selfFassembly% [200].% They% are%especially% useful% 3D%models%because%
they% exhibit% several% relevant% physiological% traits% including% a% more% relevant% morphology,%
stronger%and%more%complex%cellFcell%contacts%and%signalling,%and%increased%cell%survival.%Given%
that%maintaining% cells% in% 3D% appears% to% enhance% these% traits,% it% would% stand% to% reason% that%
aggregates%formed%from%3D%maintained%cells%may%show%greater%physiological%resemblance.%%
%
Cells% from% a% 2D% maintained% population,% and% those% from% early% (p3),% midF% (p6)% and% late% (p8)%
passage% in% 3D% were% placed% in% a% nonFtreated% petri% dish% for% two% weeks% and% allowed% to% form%
aggregates% (Figure% 5.1).% During% this% time,% photos% were% taken% every% few% days% in% order% to%
monitor% the% aggregation% process.% As% seen% in% Figure% 5.1,% 2D%maintained% cells% appear% to% form%
aggregates%faster%than%early%passage%3D%cells.%However,%by%midFpassage,%this%difference%is%less%
noticeable,%and%completely%disappears%by%passage%8.%Fast%aggregation%can%be%taken%as%a%sign%of%
‘stickier’% cells;% this% indicates% a% difference% in% the% presence% of% cell% adhesion% molecules.% This%
finding%suggests%that%maintenance%in%3D%has%an%impact%on%the%molecules%expressed%at%the%cell%






established% in%Chapter%4.%Namely,% the%area%and% circularity%of% the%aggregates%were%measured%
and%plotted% against% time% in%order% to% characterise% any%differences% in% the% aggregation%process%






































of) aggregation) but) are) in) later) stages) suggests) that) the) two) cell) populations) organise)
themselves)differently)within)the)aggregates.)In)order)to)test)this,)2D)and)3D)cells)from)a)late)
stage) passage) (passage) 8)) were) allowed) to) form) aggregates) over) two) weeks,) as) before.) At)
several) timeHpoints,) aggregates) were) fixed) and) stained) with) Hoechst) in) order) to) monitor)










that) there) is) a) nonHpermissible) environment) being) created) that) is) forcing) cells) to) aggregate)
towards)the)exterior)of)the)aggregate.)Hypoxic)cores)are)commonly)found) in)tumours)and) in#
vivo# tissues)–) they) form)as)a) result)of)metabolic) gradients,) such)as)nutrient)diffusion.) These)
gradients)are)aberrantly)absent) in)2D)cultures)due) to)monolayer)growth,)but)are) seen) in)3D)
cultures.)Specifically,) spheroids)with) radii)of)150H200µm)will)have)zones)of)proliferating)cells)
on)the)outside)and)quiescent)cells)internally,)due)to)diffusional)limitations)to)mass)transport)of)
nutrients)and)oxygen) [200].) Spheroids)with)diameters)exceeding)500µm)commonly)exhibit) a)
concentrically) layered)structure)consisting)of)a)necrotic)core,)surrounded)by)a) layer)of)viable)
quiescent) cells) and) outer) rim) of) proliferating) cells.) Since) aggregates) formed) from) 3D)
maintained)cells)grow)to)larger)sizes,)it)would)follow)that)they)would)be)more)likely)to)exhibit)





























This% difference% in% aggregate% formation,% and% subsequently,% metabolism,% indicates% that% 3D%
maintained% cells% show% different% metabolic% profiles% to% 2D%maintained% cells,% and% presumably,%










glucose,% urea% and%albumin% levels% in%order% to% characterise%metabolic% profiles.%Glucose%uptake%
and%metabolism% is% common% across% all%mammalian% cells,% and% represents% a% vital% physiological%
program%that%provides%cells%with%energy% for%proliferation,%differentiation,%and,% importantly% to%
this% project,% cytoskeletal% reHorganisation% [205].% Urea% is% the% major% end% product% of% protein%
metabolism%in%mammals%[206]%and%the%urea%cycle%occurs%mostly%in%the%liver.%Thus,%ureagenesis%
and%urea%levels%can%be%taken%to%represent%the%degree%of%liverHspecific%functionality%retained%by%
hepatocytes.% Finally,% albumin% is% the% most% abundant% extracellular% protein% and% is% produced%
mainly% in% the% liver,% and% thus% again% albumin% synthesis% can% be% used% to%measure% liverHspecific%
functionality.%
%
In% order% to% accurately% compare% metabolic% rates% between% the% four% key% cell% populations% (2D%
maintained% cells,% 3D% maintained% cells,% aggregates% formed% from% 2D% maintained% cells,% and%
aggregates% formed% from%the%3D%maintained%cells),% the% levels%of%glucose,%urea%and%albumin% in%
the%media% have% to% be% normalised% for% cell% number.% One%method% of% doing% this% is% a% Bradford%
assay,%which% is% used% to%determine%protein% content,%which% is% correlated%with% cell% number.%As%
shown%in%Figure%5.5,%protein%levels%in%2D%and%3D%cells,%and%aggregates%formed%from%them,%vary%
significantly% over% 6% days% in% culture.% Expectedly,% aggregates% show% higher% protein% levels% than%
single%cell%suspensions,%and%3D%aggregates%show%the%highest%protein%levels%since%they%generally%
grow%to%larger%sizes.%2D%and%3D%maintained%cells%show%roughly%the%same%protein%levels,%which%












tested! for! protein! levels,! which!were! detected! using! a! Bradford! assay! standard! curve! (A).! As! expected,! aggregates! show! higher! protein! levels! than!
standard! cell! suspensions! (B).! Aggregates! formed! from! 3D! maintained! cells! show! significantly! higher! protein! levels! than! those! formed! from! 2D!
maintained!cells.!Data!presented!as!n=3!±!SEM.!
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(Figure# 5.7).# This# could# be# because# of# energy# required# for# aggregation,# or# because# the#
aggregates# show# a# more# metabolically# active# behaviour.# Differences# between# 2D# and# 3D#
maintained#cells#begin#to#become#apparent#at#mid#passages.#Propagation#in#3D#has#resulted#in#
cells# taking# up# a# significantly# higher# amount# of# glucose# from# the# media# (Figure# 5.8).# This#
correlates#well#with# other# data# that# suggests# that#mid# passage# points# represent# a# switching#
point# for# cells,#where# transient# changes# in# cytoskeletal#organisation#become#hardHwired# into#




single# cell# level,# or# indicative#of# the# cells# coHordinating# in# a# tissueHlike#manner,#which#would#
require# excess# energy.# These#differences# are#maintained#at# later#passages,# as# seen# in# Figure#
5.9.##
Albumin# synthesis#was#measured# using# a# commercially# available# ELISA# plate# and# a# standard#
spectrophotometer.#Before#this#kit#could#be#used#to#accurately#measure#albumin#levels#in#the#
media,# a# standard# curve# using# standards# of# known# albumin# concentration# had# to# be# drawn#
(Figure#5.10).#As#shown#in#this#graph,#the#absorbance#readings#obtained#correlate#strongly#to#





























Albumin# levels# in# the# culture# media# can# be# quantified# using# a# commercially# available#
ELISA#plate.#A#standard#curve#was#created#from#samples#of#known#albumin#concentration#





















quantified! by! testing! media! samples! for! albumin! concentration! at! various! time@points! and! normalising! this! for! cell! number.! Significant! differences!


















The$ dataset$ for$ albumin$ synthesis$ paints$ a$ very$ similar$ picture$ of$ metabolism$ to$ that$ for$
glucose$consumption.$At$passage$2,$cells$ from$all$ four$populations$appear$to$produce$almost$
equivalent$ levels$ of$ albumin$ when$ the$ data$ is$ normalised$ to$ cell$ number$ (Figure$ 5.11).$
However,$ unlike$ with$ glucose$ metabolism,$ the$ secretion$ rates$ for$ albumin$ appear$ to$ be$
consistent$ over$ the$ 5$ day$ period.$ Comparing$ Figure$ 5.11A$ to$ Figure$ 5.7A,$ where$ glucose$
consumption$seems$to$be$at$a$faster$rate$for$the$first$day$and$then$slower$for$the$next$4$days,$






cells$ secreting$ more$ albumin$ into$ the$ media,$ and$ thus$ showing$ more$ metabolic$ activity.$
Looking$at$cells$maintained$in$2D$and$3D$for$6$passages$(Figure$5.13),$these$patterns$appear$to$
be$ amplified.$ Again,$ 2D$ and$ 3D$ maintained$ populations$ show$ different$ rates$ of$ albumin$
synthesis$over$the$5$day$culture$period.$However,$an$interesting$observation$is$that$aggregates$






Urea$ was$ measured$ using$ a$ commercially$ available$ colorimetric$ assay$ kit.$ As$ with$ albumin$











































2D! and! 3D! cells!were!maintained! for! 4! passages! and! then! allowed! to! form! aggregates! for! 5! days.! Urea! synthesis! by! cells! from! all! 4! populations!was!
quantified!by!testing!media!samples!for!urea!concentration!at!various!time?points!and!normalising!this!for!cell!number.!Urea!synthesis!remains!similar!in!










2D!and!3D!cells!were!maintained! for!6!passages!and! then!allowed! to! form!aggregates! for!5!days.!Urea!synthesis!by!cells! from!all!4!populations!was!
quantified!by!testing!media!samples!for!urea!concentration!at!various!time?points!and!normalising!this!for!cell!number.!Significant!differences!between!






As# Figure#5.15# shows,# the# four#populations#of# cells# actually# show#quite#different#patterns#of#
urea#synthesis#over#the#5#day#culture#period,#but#the#overall# levels#detected#at#day#5#remain#
similar#across# the#board.#Generally,#urea#synthesis#appears# to#be#the#most#similar#across# the#
four# populations,# when# compared# to# glucose# consumption# and# albumin# synthesis.#
Interestingly,#there#does#not#appear#to#be#an#increased#rate#of#urea#synthesis#in#the#aggregates#
compared#to#the#cell#suspensions.#This#could#be#because#the#urea#cycle#does#not#play#a#role#in#
the# aggregation# process,# or# that# energy# is# preferentially# derived# from# other# metabolic#
pathways.# At# passage# 4,# there# is# a# slight# increase# in# urea# synthesis# in# the# aggregate#models#
compared# to# the# suspension# models# (Figure# 5.16),# suggesting# that# enhancement# in# urea#
synthesis# is# due# to# 3D#propagation# rather# than# a# byGproduct# simply#of# 3D# culture.# This# time#
delay# in# indicative# of# changes# further# downstream# of# intracellular# signalling,# and# perhaps#
suggests#that# increased#urea#synthesis# is#a#result#of# increased/altered#gene#expression#rather#




Taken# together,# the# data# from# the# metabolism# studies# show# that# 3D# maintained# cells# are#
consistently# more# metabolically# active# than# 2D# maintained# cells,# and# that# this# metabolic#
activity#is#enhanced#when#3D#maintained#cells#are#placed#into#a#secondary#3D#model.#Glucose#
consumption# was# threeGfold# higher# in# 3D# maintained# aggregates# than# in# 2D# cells,# albumin#
synthesis# was# 2.6# fold# higher# in# 3D# maintained# aggregates,# and# 1.7# fold# higher# in# 3D#






morphology# and#metabolism,# the# next# set# of# experiments# will# focus# on# seeing# whether# 3D#
propagation#has#an#effect#on#drug#toxicity.#Hepatocytes#are#the#primary#anatomical#substrate#
for#xenobiotic#metabolism#and#a#major# function#of# the# liver# is# to#metabolise#drugs#and# toxic#
agents.# One# of# the# best# characterised# drug# metabolic# pathways# is# that# of# acetaminophen#
(APAP),#shown#in#the#schematic#in#Figure#5.18.#APAP#is#a#common#analgesic#medication#that#is#
metabolised# primarily# in# the# liver# through# three# metabolic# pathways:# glucuronidation# (45G















The$ primary$ metabolic$ pathway$ for$ APAP$ is$ glucuronidation,$ which$ yields$ a$ non:toxic$












using$ the$MTT$assay$ (Figure$5.19).$At$ the$ first$passage,$ there$ is$a$ clear$difference$ in$ the$cell$
death$curve$between$2D$and$3D$maintained$cells,$with$the$curve$shifting$slightly$to$the$right$
for$ 3D$ cells.$ This$ means$ that$ these$ cells$ are$ more$ resilient$ to$ cell$ death,$ and$ more$ 3D$
maintained$cells$survive$at$higher$doses$than$2D$maintained$cells$do$at$these$same$doses.$This$
correlates$well$with$metabolic$data,$which$shows$that$3D$cells$are$more$metabolically$active.$If$
the$ cells$ are$ more$ metabolically$ active,$ it$ means$ that$ the$ toxic$ agent,$ APAP,$ is$ being$
metabolised$into$non:toxic$metabolites$at$a$faster/higher$rate.$Data$in$5.3.2$showed$that$the$
increase$ in$ metabolism$ seen$ in$ 3D$ maintained$ cells$ is$ a$ factor$ of$ how$ long$ the$ cells$ are$
propagated$in$3D,$and$as$expected,$the$shifting$of$the$death$curve$to$the$right$increases$in$line$
with$passage$number.$The$ two$curves$become$completely$distinguishable$at$passage$3,$with$
significantly$ less$cell$death$ in$ the$3D$population$at$every$dose$ tested,$even$the$ lower$doses.$








of$ the$ cell$ population$ is$ dead.$ This$ value$ can$ be$ calculated$ from$ the$ cytotoxicity$ curves$ by$
simply$reading$off$the$values$at$50%$normalised$cell$death,$as$demonstrated$in$the$schematic$
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for! viability!using! the!MTT!assay.! The! results!were! then!normalised! to! the! zero!dose! and!plotted!
sigmoidally!to!assess!changes!to!the!doseBresponse!behaviour!of!the!cells.!Even!at!the!first!passage,!























As# expected,# cells# maintained# in# 3D# show# a# significantly# higher# LD50# value# across# all# ten#
passage# points,# indicating# a# higher# resistance# to# drug# toxicity.# For# the# first# 6# passages,# this#
value#increases#exponentially#for#3D#maintained#cells#but#there#is#no#significant#change#for#2D#
maintained#cells.#This#passageDdependent#amplification#points#to#an#adaptation#of#the#cells#to#




In# order# to# confirm# that# the# increased# resistance# to# drug# toxicity# seen# for# 3D# maintained#
HepG2# cells# was# not# specific# to# APAP,# another# model# drug# was# tested# using# the# same#
experimental# setDup.# Gemfibrozil# is# a# peroxisome# proliferatorDactivated# receptor# alpha#
(PPARα)#agonist#that#is#medically#used#to#lower#plasma#levels#of#triglycerides,#veryDlow#density#
lipoproteins# (VLDL)#and# lowDdensity# lipoproteins# (LDL),#and# increase#high#density# lipoproteins#
(HDL).#Like#with#APAP,#Gemfibrozil#has#a#very#well#characterised#metabolic#pathway#shown#in#
Figure# 5.21A.# The#molecules# undergoes# glucuronidation,# followed#by# further#metabolism# via#
the# cytochrome# P450# system# into# a# hydroxyl# compound# that# can# be# safely# excreted# [16].#




3D# at# early# (p1),# mid# (p4)# and# late# (p7)# passage# were# treated# with# increasing# doses# of#
Gemfibrozil# for# 24hrs# and# then# assayed# for# viability# using# the#MTT# assay# (Figure# 5.21B).# At#
passage#1,#the#cytotoxicity#curves#at#low#doses#for#2D#and#3D#cells#are#very#similar.#However,#at#
doses#above#1µM,#the# lines#begin#to#diverge,#and#2D#cells#show#significantly#more#cell#death#



























and! in!addition! to!APAP! is!often!used!as!a!model!xenobiotic! for! investigating! liver! function.!Cells!cultured! in!2D!and!3D!were! treated!with! increasing!









Cytochrome*P450* (CYPs)* enzymes* are* a* superfamily* of* hemoproteins* essential* for* hormone*
synthesis* and*breakdown,* cholesterol* synthesis,* vitamin*metabolism*and,* the*metabolism*of*
xenobiotics.* CYPs* are* the* major* enzymes* in* the* liver* responsible* for* drug* metabolism,*
accounting* for* approximately* 75%*of* total* drug*metabolism* [208].* They* act* primarily* during*
Phase* I* xenobiotic* metabolism,* and* usually* introduce* reactive* and* polar* groups* into* drug*
molecules*through*oxidation,*reduction,*hydrolysis,*cyclisation,*and*decyclisation*[209].*There*




are* responsible* for* the* primary* metabolism* of* APAP.* Another* key* component* in* the*
metabolism* of* APAP* are* GlutathionePSPTransferases* (GSTs),* a* group* of* enzymes* responsible*
for* detoxifying*NAPQI.* GSTs* are* a* part* of* Phase* II* xenobiotic*metabolism,* during*which* the*
activated*xenobiotic*metabolites*produced*in*Phase*I*are*conjugated*with*charged*species*such*
as*glutathione*(GST),*sulphate*and*glycine.*Both*Phase*I*and*Phase*II*enzymes*are*continually*
expressed*at* low* levels* in*hepatocytes,*but*upon*drug* treatment,*expression* is* induced*at*a*







3,* 6* and* 8*were* treated*with* previously* demonstrated* toxic* doses* of* APAP* for* 24* hours,* at*
which*point*they*were*lysed*and*RNA*extracted.*These*samples*(termed*‘induced’*samples),*as*
















the*major* changes* in* drug*metabolism* by* passage* 6* cells* seen* in* Figure* 5.20* occur* during*
Phase*I*rather*than*Phase*II*metabolism.*By*passage*8*(Figure*5.24),*the*patterns*of*enhanced*
inducibility*seen*for*CYP2E1*and*CYP3A4*are*amplified.*However,*the*most*significant*finding*
was* that* at* this* late* passage* point,* there* is* now* an* observable* difference* in* the* inducible*
expression* levels* of* GSTP1* between* 2D* and* 3D* cells.* This* would* suggest* that* phase* II*






















Cells!were!grown! in!2D!and!3D! for!3! generations! and! then! treated!with! toxic!doses!of!APAP.!After! 24!hours,! cells!were! lysed! for!RNA!extraction.!
Samples!were! converted! into! cDNA!using!a! commercial! kit! and! cDNA!samples! from!untreated! (basal)! and! treated! (induced)! cells!were!probed! for!















Cells!maintained! in!3D!for!6!passages!show!drastically!higher!expression!of!CYP2E1!when!gene!expression! is! induced!through!APAP!treatment.!These!
cells!also!show!marginally!higher!basal!levels!of!CYP2E1!expression.!This!pattern!is!also!seen!for!CYP3A4!though!to!a!slightly!lower!extent.!There!does!not!
appear!to!be!any!significant!differences!in!the!expression!of!GSTM1!indicating!that!the!major!changes!in!drug!metabolism!in!passage!6!cells!seen!thus!far!





















Cells!maintained! in! 3D! for! 8! passages!maintain! the! drastically! higher! expression! of! CYP2E1! seen! at! earlier! passages,! as!well! as! significantly! increase!







The! liver! in! general! and! hepatocytes! in! particular! maintain! a! wide! array! of! interrelated!
functions! including! protein! synthesis! and! xenobiotic! intermediary! metabolism,! and!
detoxification.! Recent! work! in! 3D! culture! systems! has! enhanced! our! knowledge! of! the!
factors! that! permit! this! range! of! function! be! maintained! in# vitro! and! in! particular! the!
complex! cell! to! cell! interactions! and! intracellular! signalling! in! the! liver! that! contribute! to!
this! [213].! Understanding! the! conditions! necessary! for! hepatocytes! to! express! their! full!
functional!repertoire!is!important!as!translational!medicine!aims!to!recreate!normality!in!a!
diseased! liver.! This! understanding! is! also! fundamental! to! attempts! to! establish! fully!
functional!in#vitro!cultures!of!liver!cells!for!preclinical!drug!testing. The!aim!of!this!chapter!




The! first! set! of! experiments! focussed! on! placing! 2D! and! 3D! maintained! cells! into! a!
secondary!3D!system,!aggregate!culture.!This!was!to!test!the!concept!that!maintaining!cell!
in!3D!primes!them!for! this!novel!microenvironment;! this! ‘priming’!effect!was!expected!to!
show!itself!in!a!more!efficient!aggregation!process.!Efficiency!was!determined!by!measuring!
the!speed!of!aggregate!formation!and!the!regularity!of!aggregate!size!and!shape.!The!main!
findings! from!these!experiments! showed! that!at!early!passage!points!2D!cells!aggregated!
faster! than!3D!cells;!however!after! several!passages! in!3D,! the!3D!propagated!cells! catch!
up,!and!eventually!start!forming!aggregates!at!a!similar!speed.!In!terms!of!size!and!shape,!
though,! 3D! aggregates! are! consistantly! rounder! and! more! regularly! shaped.! This! more!
regular! formation!could!be!suggestive!of!either!stronger!cellJcell!contacts,!which!hold!the!
aggregate! together! or! the! secretion! of! an! ECM! which! again,! would! provide! structural!
support!to!the!aggregate.!!
!
The! next! set! of! experiments! took! 4! cell! populations:! 2D!maintained! cells,! 3D!maintained!
cells,! aggregates!made! from!2D!maintained! cells! (“2D! aggregates”)! and! aggregates!made!
from!3D!maintained!cells! (“3D!aggregates’)!and!compared!the!metabolic!profiles!of! these!
distinct! groups! of! cells.! A! problem! traditionally! encountered! with! primary! hepatocyte!
cultures! is! their! rapid! dedifferentiation,! which! is! reflected! not! only! in! a! loss! of! hepatic!
morphology! (the! cells! flatten,! depolarize,! and! lose! several! pivotal! surface! characteristics!
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that!normal!hepatocytes!display!in#vivo),!but!also!decreased!liverJspecific!functions!such!as!
albumin! and! urea! synthesis! and! detoxification! of! drugs! [214].! Since! data! from!Chapter! 4!
revealed! that! 3D! propagation! results! in! HepG2! cells! adopting! moprhologies! that! more!
similar! to! that! of! physiological! hepatocytes! in! the! native! liver! than! the! flattened!
morphologies!these!cells!usually!exhibit!in!monolayer!cultures,!the!hypothesis!was!that!3D!




cells! –! this! was! further! increased! in! the! aggregate! models.! Further! proprgation! in! 3D!
beyond! early! passages! seemed! to! increase! glucose! metabolism! even! further.! This! could!
either! be! explained! by! an! increase! in! general! metabolic! activity! or! more! specifically! an!




As! well! as! glucose! metabolism,! albumin! and! urea! secretion! are! key! markers! of! hepatic!




tissueJmimetic! architecture! and! found! that! these! cells! produced! higher! levels! of! both!
albumin! and! urea! compared! to! control! cells! [216].! Experiments! comparing! albumin! and!
urea!synthesis!across!all!4!populations!showed!similar!results!–!albumin!and!urea!synthesis!
was!significantly!increased!in!3D!propagated!cells,!and!even!more!so!in!3D!aggregates.!This!
fits! with! a! body! fo! work! that! has! demonstrated! increased! levels! of! both,! for! example!
Miranda! et! al.! [217]! showed! that! several! liverJspecific! functions! of! hepatocytes,! such! as!
albumin!and!urea!secretion!and!enzymatic!activities,!were!much!better!maintained!in!a!3D!
bioreactor!system!compared!to!the!standard!monolayer!culture.!More!improtantly!for!the!
concept! of! maintenance! and! propagation! in! 3D,!Miranda! found! that! these! several! liverJ
specific!functions!were!maintained!for!up!to!21!days!in!the!3D!bioreactor!system!compared!
to!only!3–4!days! in! the!monolayer!culture.!Using!the!model!of!3D!propagation,! increased!
albumin!and!urea!production!could!be!seen!through!till!passage!6,!which!correlates!to!30!
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in! detoxification! and/or! excretion.! To! ensure! that! this! wasn’t! specific! to! APAP,! 3D!
propagated! cells! were! also! exposed! to! cytotoxic! doses! of! Gemfibrozil.! Once! again,! 3D!
maintained! cells! appeared! to! be! more! resilient! than! 2D! maintained! counterparts.! The!
findings! from!these!experiments!are! in! line!with!primary! literature.!Previous!studies!have!







the!expression!of! gene! transcripts! for!CYP450!members! [136],! and! this! is! supported!by!a!
wide! range!of!other!studies! [222J224].! In!addition! to!probing!2D!and!3D!maintained!cells!
for!the!two!CYP450!enzymes! involved!not!only! in!metabolizing!APAP!and!Gemfibrozil,!but!




APAP! treated! and! nonJtreated! cells.! This! comparison! revealed! that! it! is! not! overall!






















• 3D! propagation! results! in! HepG2! cells! being! metabolically! more! active! –! this! is!
shown!by! increased!glucose!consumption!from!the!media,!as!well!as!higher! levels!
of!albumin!and!urea!secretion.!Since!these!are!well!established!markers!of!hepatic!




With! both! of! these! drugs,! propagation! in! 3D! results! in! a! gradual! shift! of! the! cell!
death!curve!to!the!right,!indicating!resilience!to!toxicity.!
!
• Cells! maintained! in! 3D! do! not! show! significantly! higher! basal! levels! of! CYP450!
enzymes! or! Phase! II! enzymes,! but! they! do! exhibit! a! higher! degree! of! inducibility!





propagation! over! long! term! in# vitro! culture.! This! phenotype! exhibits! liverJspecific!
functionality!often!lost!in!traditional!monolayer!culture.!The!following!chapter!will!look!at!a!














Cells! respond! to! cues! from! the! matrix! by! forming! multiJprotein! complexes! at! the!
membrane.!These!complexes!are! initiated!at!points!along! the!membrane!where! integrins!
cluster!in!response!to!binding!ligands!in!the!ECM.!At!this!points,!focal!adhesion!complexes!
(FAC)! are! formed.! These! complexes! then! interact! with! the! cytoskeleton! through!
cytoskeletal! regulating! proteins,! and! actinJlinking! proteins,! which! are! activated! after!
integrin! clustering.! In! this! way! biomechanical! cues! are! translated! into! changes! in!
cytoskeletal! organisation! and! cell! shape! and! migration.! FACs! also! signal! downstream!
signaling!cascades!such!as!the!MAP!Kinase!pathway!and!the!JNK!pathway.!These!signaling!
cascades!cause!the!activation!and/or!inactivation!of!certain!transcription!factors,!and!in!this!

























Cells! are! dynamic! units! of! behaviours! such! as! proliferation,! adhesion! and!migration.!
These!behaviours!are!regulated!by!various!signalling!complexes;!the!crossJtalk!between!
these!allows!for!cells! to!adapt!to!everJchanging!environmental!conditions.!One!of! the!
ways!cells!adapt! is!via!cytoskeletal! reJorganisation!which! is!mediated!by!proteins!that!







poorly! understood! because! of! the! physical! complexity! of! the! local! microJenvironment.!
Beyond!the!biomechanical!regulators!known!for!2D!migration!(stiffness,!ligand!density!and!
chemical! composition),! a! 3D! matrix! adds! ECM! microJarchitecture,! porosity,! nanoscale!
topography! and! elastic! behavior! [226].! Research! has! shown! that! 2D! and! 3D! cells! form!
different!adhesions!with!the!matrix.!For!example,!fibroblasts!adherent!to!a!2D!fibronectin!
matrix! will! form! focal! complexes! and! focal! adhesions! that! are! rich! in! αvβ3.! 3DJmatrix!
adhesions!contain!primarily!α5β1,!but!αvβ3!can!be!observed!at!the!adhesion!periphery.!It!
has!been!postulated!that!that!different!integrin!receptors!will!recruit!different!cytoplasmic!
factors! and! differentially! control! cell! signaling! and! cellular! tension! [127].! In! this! way,! it!
could!be!that!differential!integrin!expression!plays!a!key!mechanistic!role!in!the!adaptation!
of! cells! to! a! 3D! environment! –! this! is! a! hypothesis! that! will! be! explored! further! in! this!
Chapter.!
!
With! regards! to! the! composition! of! FACs! themselves,! 3D! matrix! adhesions! have! been!
suggested! to! be! similar! to! fibrillar! adhesions! regarding! α5β1! localization;! however,! 3DJ
matrix! adhesions! contain! high! levels! of! actinJlinker! proteins! vinculin,! αJactinin,! and!
phosphorylated!paxillin.!An!interesting!finding!of!3D!matrices!thus!far!is!that!levels!of!FAK!
Y397!phosphorylation!seem!to!be!consistently! low! in!3DJmatrix!adhesions,! indicating!that!
adhesion!signaling!can!differ!substantially!in!3D!compared!to!2D!environments![227,228]!!
Another! interesting! variable! in! studies! of! cell! adhesions! in! 3D! involves! the! physical!
organization! of! the! matrix! itself.! Although! many! studies! have! focused! on! relatively!
homogeneous!collagen!I!gels,!some!matrices!can!be!quite!fibrillar![127,211]!and!cells!follow!
aligned! fibers! in# vitro,! just! as! they!migrate!along! fibres! in! the!ECM! in# vivo! [229,!230].! By!
changing! the! local! physical! characteristics! of! type! I! collagen! gels! to! mimic! the! in# vivo!
environment,!Doyle!et!al.!found!that!local!fibre!stiffness!could!vary!by!up!to!10Jfold![231].!
These! microenvironmental! ECM! differences! altered! 3D! adhesion! protein! turnover! and!
overall! integrin! activation.! Thus,! there! is! an! argument! to! be! made! that! to! distinguish!
between! the! chemical,! structural! and! dimensional! elements! of! 3D! culture! as! they! affect!
matrix!adhesions,!it!would!be!beneficial!to!isolate!each!criterion!in!turn.!Looking!specifically!
at! the! added! Z! dimension! that! 3D! culure! allows,! having! a! 3D!matrix! made! of! the! same!
material!as!traditional!TCP!would!allow!for!analysing!the!specific! impact!of!dimensionality!
on! adhesions.! Alvetex®Strata! is! composed! of! polystyrene,! as! are! most! commercially!
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The! aim! of! this! Chapter! is! to! elucidate! the! intracellular! signalling! pathways! that! are!
responsible! for! translating! changes! in! cellular! microenvironment! into! biochemical! cues!
within! individual! cells.! Since! these! pathways! regulate! the! relationship! between! cell!
morphology!and!enhanced!cell!functionality,!it!is!hypothesised!that!changes!in!one!or!more!
of! these! pathways! will! be! seen! when! cells! are! propagated! in! 3D! rather! than! 2D.! This!





































an! incubator! set! to! 37°C! and! 5%! CO2.! At! this! point,! increasing! doses! of! a! commercially!
available! function! blocking! antibody! was! added! to! these! cultures! in! a! 1ml! solution.! To!
control!for!the!added!protein!levels,!an!isotype!matched!antibody!with!no!functional!ability!







2D! and! 3D! maintained! cells! at! different! passages! were! plated! onto! PDL! coated! glass!
coverslips! at!100,000! cells/disc!and!allowed! to!adhere! for!2hrs,! in!8ml!MEM!media! in!an!


















As! explained! in! the! introduction,! one! of! the! major! hypotheses! of! this! Chapter! is! that!
phosphorylation! of! FAK! will! differ! between! 2D! and! 3D! systems,! and! that! this! difference!
underpins! the! more! physiological! morphology! and! behaviour! seen! in! 3D! maintained!
HepG2s.! To!explore! this! theory,! sections!of!primary!mouse! liver! tissue!were! stained!with!
antibodies!against!FAK!and!phosphorylated!FAK!(pFAK).!In!parallel,!HepG2!cells!grown!in!2D!
on! PDLJcoated! glass! coverslips! for! 48! hours!were! also! stained!with! the! same! antibodies,!
and! the!pattern!of! staining!compared!between! the! two! (Figure!6.3A).! In! this! figure,!deep!
brown! regions! indicate! positive! FAK/pFAK! staining,! and! blue! indicates! positive! nuclei!
staining.!
!
The!primary! liver! tissue! showed!positive! staining! for! FAK,!but!negative! staining! for!pFAK.!




primary! hepatocytes! at! this! plane! of! section! and! 2D! HepG2s! differ! greatly,! with! primary!
cells!showing!rounder!morphologies.!A!typical!example!is!highlighted!in!red!in!both!images.!
This! could! be! important! in! the! context! of! FAK! signalling! patterns! because,! looking!more!
closely! at! the! FAK! staining! in! Figure! 6.3A,! FAK! expression! appears! to! be! denser! at!




shape! could! be! responsible! for! the! change! in! signalling.! Equally! so,! since! cells! exhibit!
bidirectional! communication! with! the! ECM,! it! is! also! possible! that! the! change! in! FAK!
signaling! causes! cytoskeletal! elements! to! reorganise! thus! changing! cell!morphology.! It! is!
worth! noting! at! this! point! that! the! cells! in! primary! murine! tissue! can! only! be! taken! as!
hepatocyteJlike! cells,! since! specific! markers! were! not! used! to! confirm! cell! identity.!





whether! 3D! cells! show!a! staining! pattern!more! like! 2D! cells! or!more! like! primary! tissues!
(Figure! 6.3B).! As! seen! before,! 2D! cells! show! positive! pFAK! staining,! but! 3D! cells! show! a!
staining!pattern!that!resembles!the!primary!tissue!samples!in!that!they!show!positive!FAK!
staining!but!negative!pFAK! staining.! This! provides! further!data! supporting! the!hypothesis!
that!pFAK!staining!is!an!artificial!observation!of!2D!culture!
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grown! on! Alvetex®Scaffold.! Primary! hepatocytes! show! negative! staining! for! pFAK! even! though! 2D!HepG2! cells! show! positive! staining! for! the! same!
































the# lack#of#pFAK#expression#seen# in#the#aggregate#model#provides#further#support# for#the#
theory# that# pFAK# expression# is# a# result# of#monolayer# cell# culture,#which# bears# very# little#






In# order# to# test# whether# the# lack# of# FAK# phosphorylation# is# specific# to# hepatocytes# or#
consistent# across# a# variety# of# mammalian# cell# types,# representative# cell# types# used# in#
Chapter#3#(MDAKMBK231#breast#carcinoma#cells#and#LN229#glioblastoma#cells)#were#grown#
alongside# HepG2s# on# Strata# for# 7# days# and# stained# for# FAK# and# pFAK# using# the# same#
antibodies#as#earlier.#Scaffolds#were#embedded,#sectioned,#and#after#staining,#imaged#using#
laser# scanning# confocal# microscopy# (LSCM)# so# that# a# high# resolution# of# several# cells# still#
within# the# 3D# matrix# could# be# imaged.# As# Figure# 6.5# shows,# all# three# cell# types# show#
positive#staining#for#FAK,#as#expected.#While#HepG2#cells#show#a#very#slight#positive#staining#
for#pFAK,# the#other# two# cell# types# show#absolutely#no#positive#pFAK# staining.# This# shows#
that#the#lack#of#pFAK#expression#is#not#cellKtype#dependent.#Thus#suggests#that#a#negative#

























The$ findings$ from$ the$ previous$ experiments$ provide$ a$ solid$ argument$ for$ the$ further$
exploration$of$ the$Focal$Adhesion$Kinase$pathway$and$ its$ role$ in$a$cell’s$adaptation$ to$ its$
microenvironment.$ In$order$ to$ fully$ characterise$ changes$ in$ this$pathway,$ a$methodology$
was$developed$to$quantify$the$expression$of$certain$key$molecules.$Cells$were$pictured$at$
high$ resolution,$ and$ stained$with$ antibodies$ against$ proteins$ of$ interest$ as$ before.$ Since$
staining$patterns$for$these$molecules$is$punctate,$it$was$possible$to$count$individual$regions$

















Cells$ maintained$ in$ 2D$ and$ 3D$ were$ plated$ onto$ PDLMcoated$ glass$ coverslips$ and$
imaged$ at$ super$ resolution$ using$ Structured$ Illumination$Microscopy$ (SIM)$ to$ allow$
visualisation$of$individual$cells$and$adhesion$sites.$Staining$was$quantified$by$counting$
the$ number$ of$ positively$ stained$ adhesions$ (green$ dots).$ This$ number$ can$ be$
expressed$ as$ a$ total$ (A)$ or$ a$ density$ (B).$ In$ the$ first$ method,$ all$ positive$ staining$










used$ to$pick$10$ random$squares.$ The$number$of$positive$dots$per$ square$ is$ counted$and$




significant.$ The$ average$ standard$ deviation,$ though,$ was$ much$ lower$ when$ using$ the$
density$ measurement,$ indicating$ a$ higher$ degree$ of$ internal$ validity.$ The$ differences$ in$
overall$ trend$ were$ not$ significantly$ different$ between$ the$ two$ methodologies,$ ensuring$
















and# 3D# cells# from# early# (p3)# and# mid# (p6)# passage# points# were# plated# on# PDL# coated#




Figure# 6.8# shows# the# results# from# examining# the# expression# patterns# of# FAK.# Firstly,# the#
image# panel# supports# previous# data# that# shows# that# 2D# cells# exhibit# more# irregular#







rather# than# spreading#across# the#entire# surface#of# the#cell# in#more#numerous#but# smaller#
complexes.#This#could#be#a#sign#that#the#FAK#molecule#is# interacting#with#partner#proteins#






of# pFAK# positive# FA# sites# in# 3D# cells# is# negligible,# and# can# be# taken# to# indicate# negative#
staining#–#this#decrease#in#expression,#when#compared#to#2D#counterpart#cells,#is#amplified#
at#higher#passage#points.#Looking#at#distribution#of#pFAK#positive#FAs#in#2D#cells,#there#is#an#
even# distribution# across# the# cell,#which# is# surprising# since# the# expectation#would# be# that#
there# would# be# a# concentration# of# pFAK# positive# adhesions# at# the# membrane.# One#
explanation#for#this#could#be#due#to#aberrant#adhesion#to#the#rigid#plastic#growth#substrate.#
As#shown# in#Section# #4.5.4,#2D#cells#show#a#high#number#of# internal#stress# fibres# that# run#
across#the#surface#of#the#cell#that#attaches#to#the#substratum.#Since#these#VSF#stress#fibres#
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Cells% were% maintained% in% 2D% and% 3D% for% 3% or% 6% passages% and% then% plated% onto% PDL9coated% glass% coverslips% and% imaged% at% super% resolution% using%











Cells! were! maintained! in! 2D! and! 3D! for! 3! or! 6! passages! and! then! plated! onto! PDL9coated! glass! coverslips! and! imaged! at! super! resolution! using!






























Cells!were!maintained! in!2D!and!3D! for!3!or!6!passages!and! then!plated!onto!PDL9coated!glass!coverslips!and! imaged!at! super! resolution!using!
Structured!Illumination!Microscopy!(SIM)!to!allow!visualisation!of!individual!cells!and!adhesion!sites.!Cells!in!2D!and!3D!show!different!expression!










paxillin,#was# looked# at# (Figure# 6.10).# At# first# glance,# there# doesn’t# appear# to# be# a# drastic#
difference#in#the#overall#expression#between#2D#and#3D#cells#but#upon#quantification,#there#
are# slightly#more#Paxillin#positive#FA#sites# in# the#3D#cells#when#compared# to# the#2D#cells,#






to# confirm# the# findings# seen# using# immunocytochemistry.# Lysates# from# two# different#
passage#points,#as#well#as#control#lysates#from#2D#cells,#were#run#on#gels#and#transferred#to#
membrane# for# immunoblotting.# The# blot# was# then# quantified# using# densitometry.# The#
results# from# this# can# be# seen# in# Figure# 6.11.# The# results# from# the# immunoblotting#
experiment# generally# support# the#main# findings# seen#with# immunocytochemistry;# to# sum#
up,# 3D# propagation# causes# two# major# changes# in# focal# adhesion# sites,# namely# a# drastic#
























3D$ maintained$ HepG2$ cells$ show$ a$ higher$ degree$ of$ functionality$ as$ well$ as$ more$
physiological$ proliferation$ and$ migratory$ behaviour.$ The$ focus$ for$ the$ next$ set$ of$
experiments$was$ on$ a$ serine$ residue$ (Ser732),$which$ is$ phosphorylated$ by$ ROCK.$ This$ is$
because$ROCK$ is$well$known$as$a$regulator$of$cytoskeletal$ rigidity$ [211],$and$as$such,$this$
phosphorylation$ site$ could$ provide$ a$mechanistic$ link$ between$ cytoskeletal$ changes,$ FAK$
phosphorylation,$ and$ the$ changes$ in$ liverRspecific$ functionality$ seen$ in$ the$ previous$







FAK,$pFAKY397$and$pFAKS732$using$ flow$cytometry$ (Figure$6.13).$To$clarify,$p0$ indicates$that$
cells$were$grown$in$2D$and$3D$respectively$for$4$days$and$then$used$in$the$assay.$As$such$
they$did$not$go$through$a$subRculture.$As$seen$before,$there$were$no$significant$differences$
between$ total$ FAK$ expression$ between$ the$ tested$ populations.$ However,$ the$ pattern$ of$
expression$ of$ pFAKS732$ was$ inversely$ proportional$ to$ that$ of$ pFAKY397,$ and$ there$ were$
significantly$ higher$ levels$ of$ pFAKS732$ in$ the$ 3D$ populations$ as$ compared$ to$ the$ 2D$
populations.$ This$ increase$ was$ amplified$ with$ propagation.$ These$ findings$ suggest$ that$
there$ is$ a$ role$ for$ differential$ phosphorylation$ of$ FAK$ in$ adaptation$ to$ the$ microR









The$ Focal$ Adhesion$ Kinase$ (FAK)$molecule$ is$made$ up$ of$ three$main$ domains$ –$ the$ FERM$domain$which$ allows$ the$molecule$ to$ localise$ to$ the$
plasma$ membrane$ and$ interact$ with$ growth$ factor$ receptors,$ the$ Kinase$ domain$ which$ regulates$ catalytic$ activity$ and$ the$ FAT$ domain$ which$










above,$ levels$ of$ total$ FAK$ remain$ consistent$ across$ samples.$ 2D$ cells$ show$ high$ levels$ of$ Y397$ phosphorylation$ and$ relatively$ low$ levels$ of$ S732$
phosphorylation$whereas$this$pattern$is$reversed$in$3D$cells.$Additionally,$the$decrease$in$Y397$expression$and$increase$in$S732$expression$are$both$











commercial# and# potent# inhibitor# of# ROCK# kinase# activity,# Y26732# in# a# doseFdependent#
manner.#As#seen#in#Figure#6.14,#with#2D#maintained#cells,#even#doses#of#10µM#Y26732#had#
no# effect# on# either# FAK# total# expression#or# FAKY397,# but# caused# a# predictable# decrease# in#
pFAKS732# levels,# confirming# that# the# inhibitor# is# effective# in# targeting# this# phosphorylation#
event.# However,# with# the# 3D#maintained# cells,# as# the# levels# of# pFAKS732# decrease# due# to#
inhibition# of# ROCK# activity,# the# levels# of# pFAKY397# begin# to# increase.# This# effect# is# slightly#
more# pronounced# at# a# later# passage# point.# This# finding# is# interesting# because# it# suggests#
that# phosphorylation# of# FAK# at# these# two# sites# is# reciprocal# –# an# increase# in# the#




To# support# the# findings# of# the# flow# cytometric# analysis,# 3D# cells# were# treated# with#
increasing# doses# of# Y26732# and# then# stained# with# an# antibody# against# pFAKY397# to#
determine# whether# the# recovery# suggested# by# previous# data# could# be# visualised# with#
immunocytochemistry# (Figure# 6.15).# The# expression# levels# were# quantified# by# counting#
positive# FAs# in# several# randomly# chosen# sections# of# each# cell.# To# assess# the# degree# of#
recovery,# an# untreated# 2D# cell# was# also# imaged# and# the# degree# of# pFAKY397# expression#
quantified.#As#Figure#6.15#shows,# there# is#a#doseFdependent# increase# in#the#expression#of#
pFAKY397,# an# effect# that,# at# the# highest# dose# of# 10µM,# leads# to# a# 54.6%# recovery# of#





of# pFAKY397# after# ROCK# inhibition,# the# two# methodologies# of# assessing# the# degree# of#
expression#(flow#cytometry#and#immunocytochemistry/FA#counting),#the#results#from#both#






inhibitor! to! see! whether! a! resultant! decrease! in! phosphorylation! at! the! ROCK! activation! site! S732! would! result! in! concomitant! recovery! of!
phosphorylation! at! Y397.! The! levels! of! FAK! in! either! its! unphosphorylated,! Ser732! or! Tyr397! phosphorylation! states! were! determined! using! flow!
cytometry.!Treatment!with!even!the!highest!dose!tested!had!little!effect!on!the!2D!cells!other!than!to!predictably!decrease!S732!phosphorylation!in!a!


























































As#mentioned#earlier,# ROCK# is# a# serine3threonine# kinase# that# acts# on# the# cytoskeleton# to#
regulate# the# shape# and# movement# of# cells.# Since# the# previous# set# of# data# provided# a#
mechanism#for#its#involvement#in#controlling#differences#in#focal#adhesion#kinetics#brought#
about# by# 3D#propagation,# it# stands# to# reason# that# inhibiting#ROCK#will# have# an# effect# on#
cellular#morphology# and# control# changes# in# shape#due# to# changes# in# the# topology#of# the#





a# slight# increase# in# pFAKY397# in# 2D#maintained# cells# as# well,# but# this# is# matched# with# an#
increase# in#height#and#circularity.#One#possible#explanation#for#this# is#that#there# is# further#
feedback#involved#in#this#pathway,#possibly#from#another#signalling#pathway#that#shares#a#
degree#of# redundancy#with# adhesion# signalling.#However,# further#work#would#have# to#be#
done#to#see#if#this#is#indeed#the#case,#and#if#so,#how#this#pathway#is#involved.#Another#factor#
may#the#role#that#ROCK#plays# in#the#formation#of#stress#fibres.# Inhibiting#ROCK#kinase#not#
only# reduced# the# phosphorylation# of# FAK# on# S732,# it# also# inhibits# the# formation# of# new#
stress# fibres,# and# at# higher# doses# this#may# be# enough# to# reduce# aberrantly# exaggerated#









Integrins#are# important# in#any#discussion#of#adhesion#sites#since# it# is# integrin#engagement#
with# ECM# ligands# that# initiates# the# building# of# FAs.# They# also# add# an# extra# level# of#
complexity,# since# there# are# over# 20# different# individual# integrin# receptors,# each#of#which#




propagation# is# translated# in# part# through# a# change# in# integrin# expression# and/or# binding#
avidity#
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To# investigate# this# hypothesis,# 2D# and# 3D#maintained# cells# were# seeded# onto# coverslips#
coated# with# either# one# of# two# ECM# ligands,# fibronectin# (FN)# or# Collagen# I# (Col# I),# or# a#
synthetic# control# (PDL)# and# allowed# to# flatten# for# 10# hours.# Flattening# (measured# by# an#
increase# in# cell# area)# was# taken# as# an# indication# of# adhesion# to# the# substrate# and# thus#
enhanced# flattening# would# mean# enhanced# integrin# avidity.# Figure# 6.18,# shows# major#
differences# in# integrin# avidity# between# 2D# and# 3D.# Considering# attachment# to# PDL# as# a#
control#level#of#attachment,#2D#cells#appear#to#flatten#more,#and#thus#engage#more#with#a#
collagenMrich# environment;# they# flatten# less,# and# thus# engage# less,# with# a# FNMrich#
environment.#In#control,#3D#cells#attach#to#a#greater#extent#with#both#FN#and#collagen,#but#
they# show#drastically# higher# engagement#with# a# FNMrich# environment#when# compared# to#
collagen.#Since#different#ECM#proteins#bind#preferentially# to#different# integrins,# this# could#
suggest#that#the#cell#surface#of#2D#and#3D#cells#show#different#integrin#profiles.#This#would#
need# to# be# investigated# further# using# specific# integrin# markers# to# be# certain# of# this#
hypothesis#though.#
#
Since#2D#cells#preferentially# adhere# to# collagenMrich# substrates#and#3D#cells#preferentially#
adhere# to# FNMrich# substrates,# an# integrin# known# to# bind# preferentially# to# each# substrate#
was#chosen:#αvβ3,#though#originally#discovered#as#a#vitronectin#receptor,#has#been#shown#
to#show#high#affinity#for#collagen#I#especially#in#liver#cells#[232],#and#α5β1#is#a#canonical#FN#
receptor#found# in#high# levels#within#the#human# liver#[233].#Cells#maintained# in#2D#and#3D#
before#(p0)#and#after#(p3)#propagation#were#probed#with#antibodies#against#both#integrins#
(Figure# 6.19).# Fitting# in# with# the# findings# from# the# adhesion# study,# 2D# cells# before#
propagation# show# a# higher# degree# of# αvβ3# expression,# and# a# lower# degree# of# α5β1#
expression;#a#pattern#almost#exactly#mirrored#by#3D#cells.#The#relative#expression#levels#in#
2D#cells#does#not#change#after#3#passages#in#2D#culture,#but#after#3D#propagation,#3D#cells#
show#an# increase# in#α5β1#and# a# slight# decrease# in#αvβ3.# This# last# finding# is# important# to#
note# because# it# indicates# that# 3D# propagation# specifically# (as# opposed# to# shortMterm# 3D#
culture)#may#be#responsible# for#a#shift# in# integrin#expression.# # It# is#also#worth#noting# that#
the#error#bars#in#this#particular#set#of#experiments#are#particularly#high,#and#the#cells#show#a#
large#degree#of# intraMsample#variability.#This#may#signify#a# temporal#dynamism# in# integrin#
expression#–#cells#are#constantly#trafficking#different#integrins#to#the#cell#surface,#and#there#
is#a# large#degree#of#redundancy#amongst#different# integrin#subunits.#However,#the#overall#


















then# incubated# with# antibodies# against# 2# common# integrins# found# on# hepatocytes# –#
α5β1#or#αvβ3.#The#cells#were#then#analysed#using#flow#cytometry.#Cells#maintained#in#






Cells% from% 2D% and% 3D% maintained% populations% were% seeded% onto% glass% coverslips% and%
stained%with%antibodies%against%both%integrins%to%see%if%there%was%a%visible%difference%in%the%
distribution%or% size%of% integrin%clusters% in% line%with%3D%propagation.%As%Figure%6.20% shows,%
there%is%only%a%slight%difference%between%α5β1%expression%between%2D%and%3D%cells%at%low%
passage,%with%the%3D%cells%showing%slightly%higher%expression,%though%this%is%not%statistically%
significant.% There% does% not% appear% to% be% a% different% in% the% distribution% or% size% of% the%
adhesion% sites% though.% After% several% passages% propagation,% the% difference% in% expression%
levels% is% enhanced,% and% there% is% an% upregulation% in% the% expression% of% α5β1% in% 3D% cells%
compared% to%2D% cells.% The%adhesions%also% seem% to%be% localised%mainly% to% the%membranal%
zone% of% the% cell% in% 3D% cells,% but% is% more% evenly% distributed% across% the% 2D% cells.% Integrin%
expression% would% not% normally% be% expected% within% the% cytoplasm,% since% they% are%
membraneIassociated% proteins.% However,% the% proteins% themselves% are% trafficked% to% the%
membrane% in% vesicles,%which% remain% associated%with% cytoplasmic% volume%where% they% are%
targeted% for% ubiquitinImediated% degradation% when% not% needed.% Thus% a% higher% degree% of%
membrane%expression%would%suggest%active%trafficking%of%the%integrin%molecules%away%from%
the%nucleus,%to%their%active%location%at%the%cell%surface,%and%a%higher%degree%of%cytoplasmic%
expression% would% conversely% suggest% that% the% integrins% are% not% required% for% surface%






for% αvβ3% in% the% 2D% cells,% and% only% nominal% staining% in% the% 3D% cells% This% difference% is%
maintained% through% till% passage% 6,% but% does% not% show% the% same% amplification% with%
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Cells(were(maintained( in(2D(and(3D( for(3(or(6(passages(and( then(plated(onto(PDLGcoated(glass( coverslips( and( imaged(at( super( resolution(using(
Structured(Illumination(Microscopy((SIM)(to(allow(visualisation(of(individual(cells(and(adhesion(sites.(Cells(in(2D(and(3D(show(significantly(different(
expression(patterns(of(α5β1,(with(3D(cells(showing(more(positive(staining.(This(difference(becomes(amplified(as(cells(are(passaged(longer(in(3D.(This(










Cells!were!maintained! in!2D! and!3D! for!3! or!6!passages! and! then!plated!onto!PDL9coated!glass! coverslips!and! imaged! at! super! resolution!using!
Structured!Illumination!Microscopy!(SIM)!to!allow!visualisation!of!individual!cells!and!adhesion!sites.!Cells!in!2D!and!3D!show!significantly!different!




















































the#blocking#antibody,#α5β1#activity# is# still# sufficient# to# suppress# autoKphosphorylation#of#
FAK.#However,#at#the#highest#dose#tested,#10μM,#there#is#a#drastic#increase#in#positive#pFAK#
staining.# Compared# to# the# 2D# control,# this# dose# of# α5β1# blocking# antibody# resulted# in#
almost#80%#recovery.#This# indicates#a#strong#role#for# integrins#in#controlling#the#degree#of#
pFAK#expression.#Since#earlier#data#has#shown#that#abolishing#pFAKY397#staining#leads#to#the#
adoption# of# a# 3D# phenotype,# in# terms# of# cell# flattening,# and# circularity,# the# working#
hypothesis#based#on#this#data#was#that#by#blocking#α5β1,#and#recovering#pFAK#expression,#





In# terms# of# height,# as# the# degree# of# α5β1# suppression# increases,# 3D# cells# flatten# and#
become# less# circular,# as# indicated# in# the# cellular# outlines# in# Figure#6.23D.# This# suggests# a#
reversion# to# a# more# 2DKlike# phenotype.# This# is# supported# by# the# increase# in# pFAKY397.#


















































on! adhesion! signalling,! it! would!make! sense! for! the! β! subunit! to! be! responsible! for! the!
differences! seen! thus! far,! since! it! is! the! subunit! that! binds! the! majority! of! adhesion!
signalling!molecules.! In!particular,! the!β!subunit!binds!paxillin,!a!vital!actinBlinker!that! is!a!




probed! for! antibodies! specific! to! β1! and! blotted.! The! blot! was! then! quantified! with!
densitometry!(Figure!6.24).!
!
As! this!Figure!shows,! there!does!appear! to!be!an! increase! in!β1!subunit!expression! in!3D!
cells!when! compared! to! 2D! controls.! Surprisingly! though,! this! difference! is! reduced!with!
further! 3D! propagation.! This! could! indicate! that! the! increase! in! β1! is! involved! in! active!
adaptation!to!a!changin!microenvironment,!but!that!once!cells!have!adapted!fully!and!are!
no! longer! under! stress,! that! the! integrin! changes! stabilise.! It! is! worth! noting! that! this!









3D! cells! at! passage! 4! were! treated! with! a! blocking! antibody! against! α5β1! show! an!
increase!in!pFAKY397Bpositive!focal!adhesions!(C),!and!in!line!with!this,!the!cells!become!

































This! Chapter! aimed! to! explore! the!differences! in! adhesion! signalling!between!2D!and!3D!






in! the! actin! linker! protein! Paxillin.! This! reduction! in! FAK! phosphorylation! on! the! Y397!
residue! has! previously! been! reported! in! a! variety! of! 3D! systems! including! collagen! gels!
[234]!and!hydrogels![127].!This!discrepancy!in!signaling!in!2D!versus!3D!contexts!is!specific!
to! the! FAK! level! of! adhesion! formation! since! paxillin! has! been! shown! to! be! equally!
phosphorylated! at! tyrosine! 31! in! both! 3DLmatrix! adhesions! and! focal! adhesions! [235].!
Differences! in!adhesion!signaling!processes!have!also!been!reported! in!cells!suspended! in!
relaxed! 3D! collagen! gels! when! compared! to! 2D! cultures! [236L238],! or! under! different!
loading!conditions!in!mechanicallyLcontracted!collagen!gels![239,240].!The!important!takeL
home!message!from!these!studies!is!that!investigation!of!adhesion!signaling!in!monolayer!
culture! may! lead! to! misleading! observations:! cells! appear! to! display! different! signaling!





Focal! adhesions! are!most! commonly! visualized! in! 3D! using! immunofluorescence! staining!
[244].! By! this!method,! several! groups! have! reported! the! existence! of! focal! adhesions! in!
metastatic!human!breast!cancer!cell!line,!MDALMBL231,!either!cultured!in!Matrigel![245]!or!
type! I! collagen!matrix! [246].!However,!one!major! limitation!of! imaging! focal!adhesions! in!
live! cells! in! 3D! culture! is! background! fluorescence! [241].! Having! saturated! all! available!
association! sites,! excess! fusion! proteins! accumulate! in! the! cytoplasm! resulting! in! diffuse!
background!signal.!In!cells!on!2D!substrates,!this!cytoplasmic!background!is!less!misleading!
because! of! the! thinness! of! the! lamellae! in! migrating! cells.! Moreover,! background!








localized! to! adhesions.! However,! imaging! of! adhesions! in! 3D! can! be! optimised! by! strict!




for! cells,! in! terms! of! the! convergence! of! biomechanical! cues.! In! particular,! it! appears! as!
though! the! lack! of! autophosphorylation! of! FAK! is! a! signal! to! the! cell! of! a! novel!
microenvironment.! This! could! then! be! the!molecular! switch! that! then! allows! the! cell! to!
adopt! a! more! functional! 3D! phenotype.! Indeed,! this! suggestion! is! supported! by! other!
researchers! in!the!field.!Li!and!colleagues![234]!suggest!that!decreased!cell!spreading!and!
consequent! lack!of!autophosphorylation!of!FAK! lead!to!the!upLregulation!of!p21,!and!this!
may! be! responsible! for! the! lower! proliferation! rate! in! 3D! cultured! cells! often! reported!
inliterature,!and!found!in!Chapter!3.!They!go!further!to!also!suggest!that!FAK!may!function!
as!a!molecular! switch!between! the!cell!proliferation!and!matrix! synthesis!phenotypes! i.e.!
that!the!decrease!of!autophosphorylation!of!FAK!in!3D!matrices!decreases!cell!proliferation!
and! increases! collagen! synthesis.! This! is! an! interesting! finding! that! correlates! well! with!
some!of!the!findings!of!this!thesis!and!could!be!a!potential!avenue!for!future!work.!!
!
As!well! as! looking!at! FAK!phosphorylation,! this!Chapter! also!explored! changes! in! integrin!
expression.!Cukierman![106]!suggested!that!2D!and!3D!adhesion!matrices!differ!not!only!in!




data! in! this! Chapter,! which! found! that! 3D! propagated! cells! show! a! higher! surface!
expression! of! α5β1! and! a! downLregulated! expression! of! αvβ3! –! a! pattern! almost! exactly!
mirrored!in!2D!cells.!This!change!appeared!to!be!propagation!specific,!with!the!difference!in!







sense! that! an! increase! in! β1! would! allow! for! a! denser! expression! of! Paxillin! at! focal!
adhesions.! Costa! and! colleagues! [247]! showed! via! FRET! biosensors! that! cells! lacking! β3!
integrins,!through!genetic!knockdowns,!not!only!show!more!invasive!behaviour!but!this!can!
be! coupled! with! reduced! activation! of! FAK! via! autophosrylation.! This! paper! outlines! an!
invasive!phenotype!in!MDALMCL231!cells!that!consists!of!both!an!upLregulation!β1!integrin!
and! a! downLregulation! of! pFAK,! therefore! supporting! the! notion! of! these! two!molecular!
findings! being!part! of! a!wider!mechanism! to! control! the!biomechanics! of! cell! interaction!
with! complex! ECM! environments.! However,! as! of! yet,! studies! into! differential! integrin!
expression!in!2D!and!3D!systems!are!still!in!their!infancy,!and!the!studies!that!do!exist!have!
mostly! been! focussed! on! cancer! research,! and! in! particular! the! role! of! integrins! in!







resistant! to!anticancer!agents! than!the!corresponding!monolayer!cultures,!and!that! these!
differences! were! not! solely! due! to! a! compromised! ability! of! the! drug! to! penetrate! the!
spheroids! [248]! Similar! findings! have! been! reported! in! many! different! experimental!
systems! [249,250].! Although! the! exact! mechanisms! of! “cell–cell! adhesionLmediated!
resistance”! are! still! unknown,! it! has! been! shown! that! ELcadherin,! a! cell–cell! adhesion!
protein,! can!mediate!G1! arrest! and! increased! resistance! to! xenobioticLinduced! apoptosis!
through! increase! of! the! cyclinLdependent! kinase! inhibitor! p27KIP1! [251].! These! findings,!
though! not! directly! related! to! this! research,! provide! an! interesting! context! for! the!




















microscopy! which! allows! for! high! resolution! imaging! of! single! cells.! The! findings!
from! immunocytochemistry! can! be! further! supported! using! flow! cytometry! and!
Western!Blotting,!both!of!which!validated!the!differences!outlined!above.!
!
• In! addition! to! differences! in! the! expression! key! signalling! molecules,! 2D! and! 3D!
maintained! cells! also! show! different! flattening! rates! on! collagen! and! fibronectin!




• Phosphorylation! of! pFAK! on! the! autophosphorylation! site! Y397! can! be! partially!
















































to! the! 3D! environment,! and! to! assess! the! impact! of! long! term! propagation! on! this!
adaptation!process!in!terms!of!cell!moprhology,!function!and!adhesion!signalling.!
!
The! first! set!of!experiments! involved!designing!and!developing!a!model! that!would!allow!
for!the!continual!propagation!of!cells!in!3D.!To!do!this,!Alvetex®Scaffold!and!Alvetex®Strata,!
two! highly! porous! polystyrene! scaffolds,! were! characterised! in! terms! of! cell! growth! and!
potential! cell! retrieval.!Met4! squamous! carcinoma! cells! were! grown! on! Alvetex®Scaffold!
and! retrived! from! their! encapsulated! state! using! various! optimised! protocols! involving!
enzymatic! dissociation! and! mechanical! agitation.! However,! these! attempts! were!
unsuccessful!and!so!the!model!was!revised!to!use!Alvetex®Strata!instead,!since!the!smaller!
pore! size! of! this!material! should! allow! for! cells! to! grow!on! top! rather! thran! through! the!
matrix.! Using! this!material,! HepG2! immortalised! hepatocytes!were! successfully! retrieved!





either! a! 2D! or! 3D! environment! respectively,! allowing! direct! comparison! of! cellular!
morphologies.!The!data! from!this!chapter!showed!that!2D!and!3D!cells! show!significantly!
different! morphologies,! with! 3D! maintained! cells! adopting! rounder,! more! spherical!
morphologies! while! 2D! maintained! cells! flattened! and! lost! their! differentiated! hepatic!
shape.! This! change! in! cell! shape! was! associated! with! a! change! in! intracellular! actin!
distribution,!with!2D!cells!showing!a!more!extensive!network!of!actin!stress!fibres,!mostly!
adhereing!the!cell!to!the!substratum,!and!3D!cells!showing!fewer!distinct!stress!fibres,!with!




before! succumbing! to! the! mechanical! cues! of! the! substrate! and! flattening.! The!
maintenance!of!the!morphology!for!a!brief!period!of!time!indicates!the!possibility!that!3D!
propagation! could! be! used! to! allow! hardLwired! changes! ot! occur! to! cells! enabling! a!
‘priming’! effect.! This! could! be! utilised! in! toxicity! studies! as! part! of! preclinical!
! 246!
pharmaceutical! testing,! since! it!would! allow! cells! to! have! fully! adapted! to! 3D! conditions!
prior!to!cytototic!attack.!
!
The! third! set! of! experiments! looked! further! at! this! ‘priming’! effect! in! the! context! of!
enhancing! hepatic! metabolism! and! function.! Cells! from! 2D! and! 3D! maintained! lineages!
were! placed! into! aggregates! as! a! secondary! 3D! model! system! to! test! the! concept! of!
priming.! The! results! from! these! experiments! indicated! that! cells! can! be! adapted! to! a! 3D!
environment! which! then! allows! them! to! adapt! quicker! and! more! efficiently! to! novel!
microenvironments.!Cells!propagated! in!3D!were!metabolically!more!active! than! their!2D!
counterparts,! and! were! also! more! resistent! to! cytotoxic! doses! of! two! different! well!
characterise! model! drugs.! These! findings! suggested! that! propagaton! in! 3D! results! in!
changes! to! the! cell! beyond!moprhology,! and! based! on! this,! cell! lysates! from! 2D! and! 3D!
maintained! cells! were! analysed! for! genes! expressing! key! metabolic! enzymes.! Findings!
showed!that!there!were!differences! in!the!expression!and! inducibility!of!CYP450!enzymes!
and!a!Phase!II!enzyme!called!GSTL1.!These!findings!taken!together!show!the!beneficial!use!
of! 3D! propagation! in! maintaining! both! a! differeniated! morphology! and! phenotype! of!




3D! propagation! on! enhanced! hepatocyte! function! –! the! Focal! Adhesion! Kinase! pathway.!




3D! adhesions! when! compared! to! adhesion! complexes! in! 2D! cells.! These! differences!






3D# for# long# culture# experiments# will# show# a#more# physiological# morphology,# which# in#
turn# results# in# enhanced# liverDspecific# metabolism# and# function.# These# changes# are#
! 247!
underpinned#by#changes#in#adhesion#signalling,#which#provides#a#potential#mechanism#by#






































Chapter! 5,!with!Phase! I! and! II!metabolic! enzymes.! These! findings,! along!with! the!
genomic!analysis! in![136]!provide!a!solid!foundation!for!the!concept!of!3D!culture!
having! a! significant! effect! on! the! genomic! profile! of! cells.! Thus,! it! would! be!
interesting! to! conduct! a! full! microarray! analysis! of! cell! lysates! from! different!




Findings! from! Chapter! 3! showed! that! there! are! several! cellLtypes! that! show!
potential! for! propagation! by!means! of! their! growth! and! penetration! patterns! on!
Strata.!This! thesis! focussed!specifically!on!HepG2s!because!of! their!charactertistic!
shape!and!functional!polarisation,!however!some!of!the!other!cell!types!that!could!
be! appropriate! for! propagation! studies! include! the! MCFL7! carcinoma! cell! line.!
Propagation! was! shown! to! impact! on! cell! shape,! cell! migration/penetration! and!
integrin!expression!!L!all!three!of!these!have!strong!indications!as!being!important!
in!the!progression!of!cancer,!especially!in!the!field!of!metastasis.!Thus,!propagation!





a! stem! cell! population.! This! poses! a! question! as! to! the! use! of! propagation! in!
directing! the! differentiation! of! induced! pluropotent! stem! cells! (iPSCs).! Previous!
work!in!this!area!by!other!members!of!the!lab!group!have!shown!that!propagation!
does!have! an! impact! on! the! expression!of! several! key!markers! of! differentiation.!





While! this! study! focussed!on!mechanotransduction!at! the!cell!membrane,! certain!
findings!touched!on!the!important!of!nucleotransduction/nuclear!events.!Data!from!
Chapter!4! showed! that!3D!propagation!has!an! impact!on!nuclear! shape,! allowing!
nuclei! to! remain! spherical.! Literature! indicates! that! the! shape! of! the! nucleus! has!
improtant! consequences! for! gene! expression! through! controlling! chromatin!
structure! and! function.! Furthermore,! it! is! well! characterised! that! the! nucleus! is!
tightly! integrated! into! the! structural! network! of! the! cell! through! soLcalled! LINC!
(linker! of! the! nucleoskeleton! and! cytoskeleton)! complexes,! which! facilitate! the!
transmission! of! forces! between! the! nucleus! and! cytoskeleton! [252].! This! physical!
connection!between!the!nucleus!and!the!cytoskeleton!is!essential!for!a!broad!range!
of! cellular! functions,! including! intracellular! nuclear! movement! and! positioning,!
cytoskeletal! organization,! cell! polarization,! and! cell! migration.! A! recent! paper!
indicated!that!forces!transmitted!from!the!ECM!to!the!nucleus!via!the!cytoskeleton!

































































basement! membrane! serves! to! rapidly! distinguish! growth! and! differentiation! pattern! of!
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